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When you're looking for a
sure they provide these
Few suppliers can match our
record. We're the leading worldwide supplier of data converters,
and the top analog supplier to the
military/aerospace and instrumentation markets. Plus we're agrowing force
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in the high-volume arena, providing three
of the top five Japanese consumer electronics
firms, and seven of the top 10 hard disk drive manufacturers with high-performance components.
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port around the world. Analog Devices has
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offices in 34 countries, as well as worldwide
manufacturing and stocking facilities.
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Does your supplier have 25 years of signal processing

Pick Up

expertise? Analog Devices does, and you can tap into it
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by simply picking up the phone. And with our recent
acquisition of PMI —a leader in precision op amps and
Class SmiVaerospace applications —you have even more
experience to call upon.

With Analog Devices, you get direct access to the
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signal processing.
You get the design tools— macromodels, evaluation boards, on-line support, technical seminars and application
notes, among other things—necessary to get your products up and running quickly.
And you get 25 years of design expertise— expertise evidenced by the most complete line of high-performance
linear, DSP and mixed-signal components. ICs made possible by one of the broadest manufacturing process portfolios,

mixed-signal supplier, make
high-performance parts.
A good supplier also
MUM DIGITAL
CONVERSION
HANDBOOK

helps you do your job
better. That's why we
publish more newsletters,
technical books, application notes and seminar handbooks filled
with the latest information on linear, DSP and
mixed-signal technology.
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Agood supplier works to save you time and money. One way
we do it is by providing state-of-the-art macromodel design
tools that let you quickly and easily simulate the perfor-

Do you get the service of asmall company backed by the resources of alarge

mance of many of our op amps. We also offer you evaluation

one? If your supplier is Analog Devices, you do. Analog and digital experts work

boards for our data converters, and complete design kits for

together to solve your problems. And top management takes a hands-on

our DSP processors.

approach to customer support.

which includes leading edge BiCMOS, Flash, Complementary Bipolar and many others.
As a$540 million operation, we have the resources that help you achieve top performance from our ICs.
Performance that translates into higher levels of system integration, greater reliability and abetter end product.
Whatever high-performance part you're looking for, we are the one company that can deliver it.
Call us at 1-800-262-5643 for afree copy of our recent booklet on
Mixed-Signal Technology

ANALOG
DEVICES

Analog Devices, I
nc.,One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-9106. Headquarters: (617) 329-4700.0Mces and applications support available worldwide.
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68020-Based
Supercomputer
...in a 180-pin Flatpack
Twice as fast as an AT, our new
C32-P020 hybrid module is afully
self-contained microcomputer
system crammed into asingle,
hermetically-sealed, 180-pin 2.4" x
2.4" x0.190" metal flatpack. But,
just because it weighs only 76
grams, it certainly can't be called a
lightweight. Based on the Motorola
MC68020 microprocessor, it packs
in 32K x32 bits each of zero-wait
state EEPROM and SRAM, memory
and I/O decodes, address and data
buffers, general I/O, and a68681type DUART with full RS-232 levels.
There is also acounter timer,
interrupt controller and a32.768kHz
real-time clock with provisions for
external battery back-up. It's a lot
of system in avery small space.

Standard operating speed is 15MHz
with zero-wait state. Options
include 20M Hz and zero-wait state,
or 25M Hz and one wait state.
Temperature ranges include: 0°C to
+70°C; —40° C to +85°C; and —55°C
to +125°C, and screening and burn
in to Military standards are options.
White is certified to MIL-STD-1772.
It operates from asingle 5V supply,
and because of its 100% CMOS
construction, typical current drain
is avery low 600mA. The C32-P020
can also be supplied with an
onboard MC68881/68882 floatingpoint co-processor.
There's more. Much more! We have
larger memory options, larger
systems capabilities, and very
friendly applications assistance.
Give us acall for complete details.
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The secret to better Ethernet is NICE.
And simple.
Introducing NICE" The new MB86960 Network Interface
Controller with Encoder/Decoder from the Advanced
Products Division of Fujitsu Microelectronics.
FUc
erSU
With the unveiling of NICE, Ethernet LAN
technology reaches anew level of integration.
MB86953
Now LAN system designers can have an Ethernet
controller, buffer management unit and 10 Mbit per
second Manchester encoder/decoder on asingle chip.
,5
So you can now develop high-performance LAN
FUJITSU
boards more cost effectively than ever before.
M886960
For instance, design adapter cards for highperformance buses using just two Ethernet chips
instead of the usual three. Simply combine NICE with our
new MB86962 10BASE-T transceiver, the most advanced
FUliTSU
solution for twisted-pair needs. Or choose our MBL8392A
MI186962
if you need acoax interface.
And used with our MB86953 PC Bus Interface Unit, NICE
can further reduce costs and complexity when developing

PC XT/Ar adapter cards. Replacing the need for up to ten
separate parts.
All in all, NICE has some impressive features to
enhance your LAN's entire performance. Such as a
data bus transfer rate of 20 Mbytes per second. A lowpower standby mode. And bus compatibility for most
standard microprocessors.
But what's really nice is our understanding of
the marketplace. As Fujitsu's American arm, we know
what it takes to get you there alot faster. With greater
cost effectiveness.
So now that the
secret is out, call us at
1-800-866-8608. And
discover NICE. The
world's most advanced,
highly-integrated
Ethernet solution.
Delivering the Creative Advantage.

e

FUJITSU

NICE is atrademark of Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc. XT and AT are trademarks or registered trademarks of IBM Corp. C 1991 Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.
FUJrISU MICROELECTRONICS, INC., Advanced Products Division. 77 Rio Robles, San Jose, CA 95134-1807.
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FRONT
STYLE, SUBSTANCE, BALDRIGE
F

ootball wisdom is acontradictory thing. On the one hand are the words of the writer Grantland
Rice: "When the One Great Scorer comes to write against your name—he marks—not that you
won or lost—but how you played the game." On the other is the dictum attributed to Vince Lombardi, the legendary coach of the Green Bay Packers: `Winning isn't everything, it's the only
thing." The value system of the 20th century comes down flat on the side of Lombardi. In fact, the notion that winning is valued above all else exhibits itself in every aspect of our lives, from sports to
school grades to job-performance ratings. Invariably, fans, parents, and employers toast the winning
teams, reward the A's, and promote employees based on their ratings scores.
There's nothing wrong with wanting to be No. 1and working hard to get there. But all too often, it
seems, this winner-take-all philosophy creates problems in society as well as problems in the business
world that conspire to reduce our ability to compete. Consider, for example, the highly visible Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award. The award has been held up as the zenith in quality, yet some U.S.
companies are treating it as just another contest to be won at all costs, without
regard for the spirit of the enterprise. (For more commentary on the
Baldrige, see Face-Off on p. 20.)
The contest was called into question by aWall Sin;uJournal
article last fall entitled "Is Quality Award Becoming Job 1for U.S.
Companies?" The article quotes, among others, aconsultant
named Michael Maccoby, who advises companies interested in
applying for the Baldrige. Some companies, Maccoby said, put
more energy into creating an award-winning application than
they do in fundamentally changing their operation to achieve
the level of quality the award signifies.
Industry gadfly TJ. Rodgers, the president of Cypress Semiconductor Corp. in San Jose, Calif., likens the Baldrige entry process to preparing your income tax return. Rodgers, whose company is, in fact, applying for the award, says the procedure is
cumbersome, time-consuming, and expensive, and demands the
enlistment of outside experts to ensure that the application is correct. Just as dealing with the IRS has created agood living
for an army of CPAs, so is the Baldrige spawning its
---/
own bureaucracy of specialists who help companies play all the angles in their Baldrige application forms.
For acompany to chase style over substance—to win aBaldrige without producing the result it represents—is selfdefeating. Over time, it's the customers
who choose winners and losers. Having the Baldrige is, by itself, no guarantee that acompany will be one of the
chosen. PI
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CAE Technology Report
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Upgrades for Mentor, OrCAD
and Viewlogic

SUSIE Concurrent Designee' has been upgraded with
interfaces to Mentorn', OrCADni and Viewlogic'''. This
allows these popular data entry tools to work directly
with the real-time SUSIE simulator. Designs take only
seconds to load. Operating in real time, SUSIE allows
for instant design and test vector modifications without
any compilations. All changes to JEDEC, hex files, FPGA
designs, IC technologies, etc., can be performed while
simulation is in progress. Equipped with a software
accelerator, SUSIE allows the designer to select any
design section and simulate at aspeed that is totally
independent of the design size. This has created a
renewed user confidence about board level simulation.
The SUSIE simulator is an excellent upgrade of Mentor,
OrCAD and Viewlogic CAE tools that pays for itself
typically within the first sixty days. CIRCLE 101

FPGA Competition Shifts
to CAE Tools
With more entrants into the FPGA field, the product
differentiation is becoming vague. For this reason, the
new FPGA vendors stress the design environment and
applications over the
architecture of their
devices. For example,
while older FPGA
vendors still push the
$9,000 to $12,000 development systems, there
are rumors that
newer entrants,
like PLUS
LOGIC, will be
announcing
highly advanced simulation tools for
under $500.
Even more important, these new CAE tools will take
only hours to learn and will be easy to use due to their
real-time interactive operation. Also, simulation of
multiple FPGAs at the board level in excess of 200,000
gates will be possible with optional software.

• SUSIE (Standard Universal Simulator for Improved Engineering) and
Concurrent Designer are trademarks of ALDEC Co., Inc. Newbury Park,
California, USA. TEL: (805)499-6867 FAX: (805)498-7945. To
obtain afree working model of these tools please contact ALDEC.
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XilinxTM, ACTELTm Forge Ahead
With agrowth rate of over 50% per year, field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) have drawn so much
attention from semiconductor vendors that most of
them will have FPGA parts ready by the end of 1991.
However, It is expected that 'Minx and Actel will
retain their technological leadership, particularly now
that designing with these parts has become quick and
simple thanks to real-time SUSIE development tools
from ALDEC which simulate these parts at chip and
board level with an accuracy of 10 picoseconds. Since
SUSIE allows for selective circuit simulation, you can
simulate the FPGA parts cell-by-cell, section-by-section,
IC-by-IC and any combination thereof. This dramatically speeds design development over the previously
employed methods. CIRCLE 102

Cost -ALeading CAE Factor
With purse strings still tight, many CAE vendors find
that their lower cost products are moving faster.
Designers are particularly buying products that automatically create design documentation, handle archives
and do other basic chores at affordable prices. For
example, SUSIE simulator ($995) which allows
designers to save, print, and archive design revisions,
test vector files, error conditions, etc., is being purchased in greater numbers. Perceiving this shift to lowcost CAE environments, some workstation CAE vendors
are talking to the PC CAE vendors about tool integration and licensing. This recession has considerably
helped high performance PC-based CAE to gain ground
on the expensive workstation-based CAE tools.

Real Cost of CAE Tools
Experienced CAE users are much more careful in
selecting CAE tools than novices. While novices look
primarily at price and features, the experienced users
look primarily at ease of use, because the data base
built around any CAE tool may quickly represent ten
times the value of the CAE purchase price. Tools that
work in real-time save the most They save at least
four to ten times more than those working in batch
mode because of two reasons: they are free of any
software compilations and designers are much more
effective when they debug designs in real-time. The
SUSIE logic simulator that is resold by most CAE
vendors is the only existing real-time simulator and it
provides the most cost effective design environment.
CIRCLE 105

Actel, Xilinx, Mentor, PlusLogic, ViewLogic and OrCAD are trademarks of their respective holders.
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48
COVER: CUSTOMER SERVICE
Does your company pass or fail service?
Electronics executives are finding that
customer satisfaction is more urgent to
success in the marketplace than
mips and megaflops

59
Japanese broaden wedge in disk-drive market
The advent of laptops makes it awhole
new ball game in this fiercely
competitive industry; can U.S.
suppliers stay on top?

PAGE 65

63
Chip makers see market exploding
in hard-disk drives
In the age of laptops, shrinking disk
drives demand more electronics in
less space, posing alucrative market
and technological headaches

65
ISDN: This time it's for real
The telephone network of the future is
about to adopt asingle, nationwide
specification, and new ISDN tariffs
mean the customer finally has
something to buy

Jesse H. Neal
Editorial Achievement Awards
1956
1975
1977
1988

Merit, 1965 First
Merit, 1976 Merit
First, 1978 Mrst
Merit, 1990 Merit
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"Did you hear about
the car accident we had
in Switzerland?"

There were no serious
injuries.
Not long ago, an HP salesman
turned aroutine product demonstration into acrash course in
reliability.
Our District Manager in Switzerland, Ueli Nussbaumer, had just
given ademonstration of an HP
spectrum analyzer. He set the
analyzer down beside his car,
intending to pack it last.
Well, there was alot to pack And
when Ueli backed the car out, an
ear-splitting screech of ripping
metal made him hit the brakes.
The analyzer!
It was trapped under the car.
Ueli jacked up the car, yanked out
the analyzer, and ran back to his
customer's office to test its vital
signs. The spectrum analyzer
worked perfectly. The customer
was incredulous.
Stories like this underscore why
HP rates highest for reliability
among engineering managers.
And we're still not satisfied.
In fact, in 1979 we started our
Total Quality Control program to
increase quality ten-fold in 10
years. A goal we'll reach this year.
It just goes to show that when
design and manufacturing productivity are at stake, there is no
reliable substitute for HP. Because
you never know what you might
run into.
CIRCLE 178

There is abetter way.
HEWLETT
PACKARD

NEW SAMSUNG VI
FOR HIGH PERF

The new Samsung video RAMs
will let you take performance to some
heights that are—well, dizzying.
And since high performance is
the reason for um' ig video RAMs,
that's good news.
In speeds up to 100 nanoseconds,
our new 64Kx4 and 256Kx4 parts are
industry-standard in every respect.
And they're fabricated with the high
level of quality and reliability that has
made Samsung aleader in DRAMs,
SRAMs, and specialty memories.
VIDEO RAMs FROM SAMSUNG
Part Number

Organization

Packages

Speed

KM424C64

64Kx4

DIP, ZIP

100, 120 ns

KM424C256

256Kx4

ZIP, SOJ

100, 120 ns

Additional VRA1Vi organizations
and densities are in development now.
And as we increase efforts in several
product categories, we are in fact
rolling out acommitted, broad-based
Graphics offering—with VRAMs,
with our new RAM DACs, and with

(

an upcoming Clock Generator. In all,
awhole Graphics line.
In the meantime, our video RAMs
will let you put on quite an act.
For data sheets, call 1-800-423-7364,

DEO RAMS
ORMANCE.

or 408-954-7229 today. Or write
to VRAM Marketing, Samsung
Semiconductor, 3725 No. First St.,
San Jose, CA 95134.

e

SAMSUNG

Semiconductor
© Samsung Semicon)uctor, Inc., 1991.
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We make it stick.
When quality depends on
calibration, depend on HR
If the quality of your product
depends on the quality of your
measurements, you have to be
absolutely sure of the calibration of your test equipment
And the best way to do that is
with HP Calibration Services.
We'll help you develop asolid
calibration program that fits
your production requirements
and calibration cycles, and
complies with all the standards
you have to meet
You'll have the security of
knowing that Hewlett-Packard
stands behind you, with complete, thorough data reports,
tracking procedures, and certification to help you pass audits
with ease. Calibrations are
performed at customer service
centers in over 40 countries.
We can also provide them at
your site And we move fast The
HP ExpressCal program reduces
downtime by completing
most scheduled calibrations
in 24 hours.
So, for calibration you can
depend on, call 1-800-835-4747.
Ask for Ext. 418, and find out
how HP can help you put a
complete calibration program
firmly in place.

There is abetter way.
HEWLETT
PACKARD

©1991, Hewlett-Packard Company WCS9I101
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AMULTIMEDIA INFRASTRUCTURE BEGINS TO TAKE SHAPE

THE BIRTH OF AN INDUSTRY

BY JACK SHANDLE

Tin San Jose, Calif., during the In-

he ground did not literally shake

ternational Multimedia and CD-ROM
Conference that ended in late March,
but historians may look back on the
conference as a birth tremor for the
multimedia industry.
The requisite technology and product announcements in San Jose provided plenty of technoglitter, but the most
significant news may have come from
the business arrangements that surfaced. It seems an industry infrastructure
is starting to emerge from the technological brick and mortar that has been
piling up for the past few years.
The prime example of how that base
will develop is Microsoft Corp.'s purchase of a 26% share of DorlingKindersley Ltd., aUK-based publishing house that currently has no
CD-ROM titles, no on-line data
bases, and no software tides. Microsoft chairman Bill Gates, declaring that he scoured the globe for the
right publishing partner, says he gave
Dorling-Kindersley the nod because its
books— The Way Things Work by
David Macauley is aprime example—
are luxuriously illustrated masterpieces:
the perfect CD-ROM vehicle into the
home market. But just as important to
the deal, says Gates, is the fact that Dorling-Kindersley owns all the intellectual
property rights to its illustrations, photographs, and text.
That spotlights afact little appreciated outside the developer community:
many CD-ROM and multimedia projects
are abandoned because when all the
per-disk royalties for photos, music, and
text are added up, a disk is simply
priced out of the consumer market.
Hence the Microsoft pursuit of DorlingKindersley; it was using the same general strategy as Japan's Sony Corp. and
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Sony
has purchased CBS Records Inc. and
Columbia Pictures Entertainment Inc.
while Matsushita owns media giant
MCA Inc. And IBM Corp. has quietly

made arrangements with the Smithsonian Institution, National Geographic Society, and other content-rich institutions.
Expect to see some DK/Microsoft tides on CD-ROM in about ayear, priced
at about $50. Microsoft thinks it can port
from printed page to CD-ROM in six
months, though Dorling-Kindersley
chairman David Kindersley, asoft-spoken man of ironic wit, considers that
"rather optimistic."
Eventually, DK/Microsoft CD-ROMs
will be sold in bookstores, says Kindersley. Besides Microsoft, Sony also has
mass-market plans for CD-ROM, according to Greg Smith, national sales
and marketing manager in Sony's Monterey, Cnlif., CD-ROM Division. It will
package aconsumer library with
a$40 audio playback product
from Disney and has
queried 150 CD-ROM publishers for titles. Sony's marketing thrust will include
an 800 number for customers to phone; the
strategy will be patterned after Sony's
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Columbia Records Club. Sony is also
likely to introduce aU.S. version of its
DataDiscMan portable CD playback device in the fall, says Smith. The project is
still very much under wraps, but one
likely application is in business-to-business communications.
In quite another venue, IBM struck
an interesting distribution deal with Britannica Software Inc., an Encyclopedia
Britannica company headquartered in
Solana Beach, Calif. Beginning next
month, Britannica Software will begin
marketing a $1,000 hardware/software/content bundle for IBM's PS/1 that
includes an IBM CD-ROM drive and
Compton's Electronic Encyclopedia for
Windows. IBM's strategy is to establish
channels of distribution that fit niches,
says Ron Palmich, international director
of IBM's Multimedia Marketing Support
Organization in Atlanta.
It is Palmich's job to find acommon
front for IBM multimedia worldwide despite regional variations in focus. In
Asia, he is targeting presentations first
and training second; in Europe, it is
point-of-information and merchandising kiosks; and in the U.S. the emphasis
is on training, "with adramatic increase
in presentations," he says.
Meanwhile, in addition to cooking
up the deal with Dorling-Kindersley,
Microsoft was the force behind the
adoption of a"Multimedia PC" industry
logo (left) that the consumer can recognize. It is intended to work the same
magic for multimedia that the VHS mark
did for video cassette recorders. According to Gates, the symbol on a
product will guarantee interoperability of any hardware and software
that also bears the logo. Although having such asymbol is not the same thing
as establishing an industry, it won asignificant number of endorsements, including those of AT&T Computer Systems, CompuAdd, Creative Labs,
Fujitsu, Headland Technology, Media
Vision, NEC, Olivetti, Philips Consumer
Electronics, Tandy, and Zenith. Hardware and software specifications for a
multimedia PC were unveiled by Mi-

1
--

crosoft, Tandy, and the others last year
[Electmnics, February, 1991, p. 43].
IBM is conspicuously absent from
Gates's Multimedia PC, already known
as MPC, compatibility club. As it turned
out, IBM emerged during the conference as aprime mover in the Interactive
Multimedia Association, agroup known
as the Interactive Video Industry Association from its inception in 1987 until its
name change in August 1990. The same
day Gates displayed his mark, the IMA
announced its intention to provide an
open forum for developing reasonable
and equitable functional specifications
for multimedia workstations. Such an
open forum, IMA president Richard
Thacicray explains, "avoids problems
associated with specifications drawn by
special-interest groups."
The IMA's cross-platfonn compatibility stance has been widely interpreted
as an IBM counterthrust at Microsoft's
desire to dominate multimedia through
the MPC spec and mark. But both industry movements have portability at
heart. IBM and Microsoft have different
perspectives. Gates is concerned almost

exclusively with platforms that run DOS
and Microsoft Windows, but IMA's
scope is much wider. It has established
several classes of multimedia platforms
that include the Apple Macintosh, Commodore Amiga, Philips/Sony's Compact
Disc-Interactive (CD-I), and Intel's Digital Video Interactive (DVI) as well as
DOS-based video disc systems and
Windows/CD-ROM.
It is quite conceivable, for example,
that one class of IMA platform will be
defined by the MPC spec, says IBM's
Palmich, "although there might be some
debate on giving it more platform portability." An accommodation seems likely
since Microsoft is one of the IMA's chief
financial sponsors, apoint lost on some
observers. Other IMA sponsors that is,
companies providing substantial financial support—are 3M, IBM, Intel, Eastman Kodak, and NCR.
Unlike MPC, which draws heavily on
the computer community for its base
and is heavy with West Coast firms, IMA
traces its roots to the interactive-videotraining industry and laser-disc technology. It has broad geographic coverage.

but many of its members are suppliers
to the federal government, the single
largest user of interactive training. Unlike Gates, who from time to time refers
to akiller application for multimedia—
such as the spreadsheet was for the
PC—IBM's Palmich sees niche markets
for the time being. "What's the killer
app?" he asks rhetorically. "It beats me.
But Ido know there are developers
who are doing very well in training and
information delivery."
The IMA platform portability initiatives are at least partially an attempt to
protect adecade's worth of investment
in that kind of courseware. That is the
reason MPC and IMA might bump
heads in the future.
Neverthless, the International Multimedia and CD-ROM Conference wasn't
all business strategy. Wherever computer folk gather there is sure to be agood
dose of technog,litter.
Sony and C-Cube Microsystems Inc.
each conducted technology demonstrations for real-time video decompression
using the Motion Picture Experts Group
algorithms. Products from the two com-
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panies await the International Standards
Organization's adoption of the draft
MPEG proposal. C-Cube's technology
can execute MPEG algorithm extensions developed by JVC Corp. that can
deliver broadcast-quality compressed
video at adata rate of 6Mbits/s. MPEG
is close to VCR quality, and JVC's extensions are likely to compete in MPEG-2
demonstrations that are scheduled for
July in Japan.
Writable CD-ROM came out of the
closet in abig way when Philips Consumer Electronics of Knoxville, Tenn.,
announced it will start beta tests of a
write-once drive in the second half of
this year, with mass production expected in the first quarter of 1992. The product will emulate ahard disk and have a
Small Computer Systems Interface. The
Philips announcement is significant because the drives are expected to be far
less expensive than the $30,000 systems
now available.
Meridian Data Corp. unveiled
Soundl3yte, a $250 box that digitizes
audio at CD quality. This playback hardware opens the door to alow-cost solu-

tion for those voice-annotated multimedia applications—such as spreadsheets that have been the buzz ever
since multimedia came into vogue.
Sound is recorded at 8- or 16-bit resolution using the adaptive-differentialpulse-code modulation format, or
ADPCM, and developers have achoice
of two compression rates. This flexibility in resolution and compression rate allows data to be recorded at four speeds:
4, 8, 11, or 16 Kbytes/s. In addition to
voice annotations, SoundByte is expected to be used for electronic music and
biological monitoring.
It also appears that the concept of
electronic books is an idea whose time
is about to come. On the technology
side, notebook computers with VGA
screens and 60-Mbyte hard drives are
available now, but within a year 150and 200-Mbyte drives will be available,
predicts Lou Reynolds, president of
Electronic Book Technologies Inc. of
Providence, R.I. There is atrade-off to
be made between CD-ROM's 600
Mbytes of storage—but slow access
time—and the 200-Mbyte and 25-ms ac-
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cess time of hard drives. One viable application where hard drives seem to be
favored, Reynolds says, is service manuals on disk for field engineers.
But the compact hardware would be
of little use without an efficient means
of retrieving specific information from
the 200 Mbytes of data on the disk, and,
just as important, reliably indexing the
information down to the byte level in a
short time. I
nrgely due to federal guidelines, major CD-ROM vendors are migrating to the standard generalized
markup language, or SGML, as adatainterchange format for indexing documents, says Reynolds.
SGML is just an agreed-upon technique for creating an organizational hierarchy (chapters, sections, paragraphs,
tables, footnotes) of apaper document
so that indexing software understands it
in electronic form. Electronic Book
Technologies has come up with asoftware package that can complete 600page volumes in less than an hour—a
task that used to take days. It is working
on multimedia extensions so that any
data type can be handled. 01
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FULL SPEED AHEAD FOR AUTO SENSORS
S

Curt with increasing concern over automobile
safety, add antiskid brake
systems and electronically
controlled transmissions, and
the result is amarket for auto
sensors that is barreling
along at a breakneck pace.
According to astudy by BIS
Strategic Decisions of Luton,
England, demand for the devices in the U.S. will grow
15.4% annually, to $1.5 billion, through 1995; in Japan,
the growth rate will amount
to 10%, to $1.3 billion.
The most lucrative market
sector will be that for speed
and position sensors. The
reason: they are part of al-

r

most all electronic control
systems. However, the sensor sector that will grow at
the highest rate during the
1990-1995 period is the one
that includes accelerometers
That upsurge is traced to the
rapid growth in the installation of air-bag systems as
well as increased use of the
devices for knock control in
fully integrated engine-management systems.
In the U.S., annual growth
in sales of accelerometers
will be 22% to $269 million,
in Japan, the growth rate will
be the same, ballooning into
an estimated 1995 market
worth $220 million. 01

e

THE BIG DRIVE IN
AUTOMOTIVE SENSORS

HP'S NEW PALMTOP COMPUTER FEATURES LOTUS 1-2-3 IN ROM

H i\ eyou ever faced one of
th )SC aggravating situations
when you are out of the office and have to do some calculating that requires the use
of a spreadsheet? Now you
won't have to fuss and
fume—or wait until you're
back at your desk to com-

plete the task: executives on
the go can thank HewlettPackard Co. and Lotus Development Corp. for combining to come up with a
handheld computer that
packs afull-fashion Lotus 12-3 into aread-only memory.
The 1-Mbyte ROM in the

Mai

DIGITAL JOINS THE MASSIVELY PARALLEL CLUB
Massively parallel processing got amajor endorsement
from an old-line computer
company when Digital
Equipment Corp. ventured
into the business late last
month. The Maynard, Mass.,
company has invested in
Maspar Computer Corp. of
Sunnyvale, Calif., and will
also develop software for
Maspar systems and sell
them.
Once regarded as an arcane fringe of the computer
market, massively parallel
systems consist of 128 to
65,000 high-performance mi-

croprocessors, each of which
performs parts of the same
task in parallel. That brings
blazing speed to supercomputing jobs the likes of
molecular and meteorological modeling.
Digital's entry is likely to
boost confidence in Maspar
and in massive parallelism
generally—a niche that has
until now been sewed by
alert but relatively small startup companies, such as
Thinking Machines Corp. of
Cambridge, Mass., and Intel
Scientific Computers of
Beaverton, Ore.

HP 95LX Palmtop PC, which
made its debut late last
month, also holds MS-DOS,
HP financial calculator software, and software that can
be used to display files from
a remote PC, if the 95LX is
connected to one.
The liquid-crystal display,
which has a capacity of 16
lines by 40 characters, is the
minimum size that is required to display a spreadsheet comfortably.
Powered by two AA batteries with a lithium battery
backup, the 95LX can also be
used to analyze spreadsheets
or edit and send electronic
mail messages. Two of the
units, which measure 6.3 by
3.4 by 1 in., can exchange
files across aroom via an infrared link, or the device can
be connected to aPC to exchange files with that computer or any other computer
linked to it. The price for the
95LX has been pegged at
$699; the RS 232 PCcable/connector option adds
another $100 to the total. CI
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FAST ROUTE TO
MIXED-SIGNAL CHIPS

That tIte nut Icet for mixedsignal ICs is heating up—it
could double to $8 billion by
1995—is agiven [Electronics,
March 1990, p. 531. But the
question is how does achip
maker jump in quickly? One
answer: check out Orbit
Semiconductor Inc., the Sunnyvale, Calif., foundry and
prototyping outfit that specializes in service.
Orbit, as part of its Mosisbased Foresight multiproject
wafer service, permits a designer to partition a mixedsignal circuit That way, the
easier-to-handle digital portion can be fabricated and
debugged while the trickier
analog portion is being designed, to speed up the entire cycle.
The company promises to
deliver 12 packaged parts in
four to five weeks for $1,500.
"That compares to $65,000
on asingle-wafer basis," says
Orbit president Gary P.
Kennedy.

If you're tired of pouring on SRAM to
get 128Kbyte cache performance,

ea oad off.
Introducing an amazing new cache
chip that gives crowded motherboards anew lease on life.
It's called 386" Smart Cache,
afamily of chips that integrate a
cache controller with up to 16Kbytes
of SRAM onto asingle, one-million-transistor
chip. The result is a16Kbyte chip that really
cleans up, equalling the performance of
128Kbyte caches.
Inters 386 and 386SX Smart Cache are
one-chip solutions that give you extra space
on your motherboards for other applications.

And when you stack them up against
other caching solutions, you'll find their innovative architecture costs substantially less.
Give your motherboard alift. Send in
the attached card today for afree copy of our
unique 386 Smart Cache video, performance
report and documentation. Or if the card's
been ripped off, call 1-800-548-4725, dept. HA33.
Because the reasons to look into 386
Smart Cache are really starting to pile up.

©1990 Intel Corporation. 386 is atrademark of Intel Corporation.
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AMPRO'S EMBEDDED SYSTEM M ODULE F \\in \

Introducing The Erector
Set for Embedded Control
Applications
Remember the challenge of constructing "engineering marvels"
with your Erector® set? That red metal box held acomplete set of
interlocking pieces— all that was needed to assemble just about
anything. Your imagination was the only limitation.
That's the idea behind Ampro's new way for OEMs to build
embedded control applications. Put your application together,
simply and quickly, using Ampro Embedded System Modules.
Our CoreModule" family packs ready-made full
PC- or AT-compatible intelligence into 3.6" x3.8" x0.6".
Just plug one into your circuit board — like plugging in a
chip —to easily interface to your own logic. They operate
over 0to 70°C, and include aCMOS CPU, RAM, extended
BIOS, Solid State Disk, serial and parallel I/O ports,
keyboard and speaker interfaces, and areal-time clock.
Stack aCoreModule unit together with one or
more of our expansion MiniModule" peripherals (no backplanes
or card cages needed). MiniModule products, also 3.6" x3.8",
-can be used to add display controllers, more Solid State Disk
capacity, network controllers, modem and facsimile
features, additional I/O, and much more.
You'll get your product to market faster, with less risk, and
at lower cost, because the CoreModule family is based on the most
economical industry standard architecture. Now you can focus on
the more challenging part of your system — the application itself.
Ultrasound monitors, point-of-sale terminals, robotics, network
controllers— no matter what kind of "engineering marvel" you're
building, you should be using Ampro's "Erector set" for your
embedded control application.
Call 1-800-966-5200. Get the Information Kit on CoreModule and
MiniModule products today.

®
Pioneering Solutions for Embedded Control

CoreModule, MiniModule and Ampro are trademarks of Ampro Computers, Inc. Erector is aregistered trademark of Gabriel Industries, Inc. Other product and
company names are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective companies. 0 1991 Ammo Computers, Inc.
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ARECIPE FOR QUALITY...
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When Bob Lawrence joined the
railroad nearly 30 years ago, he began buying U.S. Savings Bonds for
his retirement. Now he buys them
for his grandkids. "Bonds pay good
strong rates and they're simple to
purchase,'' he says. Become the next
Great American Investor. Call us to
find out more.
U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

1F-IL GREAT AME RICAN IN VE,TMENT

1-800-US-BONDS
Apublic service of this public:di:in

he Malcolm Baldrige National
share information on their successful
Quality Award is only the tip of strategies with other U.S. organizations.
the iceberg in the resurgence of quality
In the short time since these first awards
in the U.S. As the most visible symbols
were announced, the winning compaof quality, the award and its winners
nies have assisted literally thousands of
may appear at first glance to be the
organizations—other businesses, govwhole story. But the behind-the-scenes
ernment agencies, health-care organizafacts speak otherwise.
tions, educational institutions, and other
Though the Baldrige Award is asymnonprofit organizations. This level of
bol of recognition, it is far more than a sharing strategies and methods is percontest. Rather, it is avalue system, avehaps unprecedented in our national life.
hicle for cooperation, an agent for
In their more than 5,000 presentachange. It is intended to help all U.S. ortions, the winners have not only shared
ganizations become more customer oriopenly and graciously, they have
ented, more productive, and more efstressed the importance of continuous
fective. Though still less visible, these
improvement. Statements such as "the
larger purposes are the
journey continues" and
most important ones.
"tougher challenges lie
Through the unique
ahead" are heard—not
public-private partnership
"we're No. 1."
that is the Baldrige proThe award program
gram, tough quality stanrelies heavily upon volundards have been created
teer efforts. About 400
and promoted throughvolunteers have already
out the U.S. The concept
contributed to it through
of quality embodied in
service on the board of
the award-quality that is
examiners and the advicustomer-driven-focussory board of overseers.
es on management of an
CURT W. REIMANN
In addition to taking part
entire enterprise toward
in rigorous evaluations of
delivering customer value. The concept
applications and of the award program
goes well beyond traditional quality itself, volunteers also disseminate inforcontrol and represents asignificant step
mation about quality throughout the
in the evolution of quality.
U.S. Their efforts reinforce those of the
The award criteria—explicit require- winners and add adifferent perspective.
ments that simulate real competition in
As a result of all these activities, inthe marketplace—are already in wide
terest in quality is spreading rapidly.
use: while 203 companies applied for New networks are being created—
the award during its first three years of many at the state and local levels—to
existence, in 1990 alone over 180,000
help stimulate economic development.
requested copies of the criteria. In 1991,
Many pockets of new leadership are
the number should hit 250,000.
emerging. New links of cooperation are
Uses of the criteria include self-asbeing forged among institutions which
sessment, training, networking, and curheretofore have had no ties to draw
riculum design. Thousands of individuthem together. A common language for
als have already been trained using the
quality and a basis for sharing techaward criteria. Every individual and
niques now exist. Role models and adcompany that uses them—not just those vocates are emerging.
who formally enter the competition—
In sum, the Baldrige is playing a
benefit from the program.
major role in spreading the quality phiThe Baldrige Award has had nine
losophy throughout the U.S.—a role
winners since the first prizes were given
more vigorous and more effective than
out in November 1988. Award-winning
could ever have been expected—CURT
companies are permitted to publicize
W. REIMANN, director, Malcolm
their awards provided that they agree to
Baldnge National QualiC, Award
11
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ULTRA-MINIATURE

...OR 'CHECK THE BOXES'?

SURFACE
MOUNT

Tbusiness attention to winners of
he increasing media, public, and

edly are simply too busy improving
quality to ponder whether they meet all
the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality 99 criteria.
Awards is atribute to former Commerce
We might also conclude that the
Secretary William Verity and others who winners, while clearly committed to
conceived and designed the award pro- quality, are those whose efforts have
gram. However, in its increasing success been dedicated to checking boxes
lurk dangers the creators may or may rather than to finding those few levers
not have anticipated. '
that enable acompany to "get it right."
The more prominent the Baldrige Broad-based corporate programs too
Award becomes, the more companies frequently fall victim to this mentality—
covet it. Winning the Baldrige has bemeasuring success in terms of meeting a
come apublic relations and marketing set of bureaucratic criteria or quantitawindfall to be exploited, at times tive measures that can be manipulated.
shamelessly. One might even see subIn contrast, over 400 nominations
stantial irony in what is actually present- were received for our first annual Busied to the winners—a
ness Enterprise Awards,
leather pouch containing
given by The Business
a glassy photograph of
Enterprise Trust for exthe trophy itself. It is altraordinary acts or promost as if the sponsors
grams of business reunderstand that the
sponsibility. The creators
photo, rendered as a"seal
of this award have objecof approval" in company
tives similar to those of
advertisements, is the real
the Baldrige creators: to
substance of the award.
promote behavior
The extraordinarily dethroughout business that
tailed set of criteria for the
echoes the example set
award is both the strength
KIRK O. HANSON
forth by their award reand the weakness of the
cipients. But they have reprogram. With 99 detailed questions to sisted setting down too explicit aset of
answer (down from 133 in 1990), only criteria. Instead, nominees respond to
the most determined companies com- such questions as "what are courage, inplete their applications. Although
tegrity, and social vision in business,
180,000 application forms were request- and how do you stimulate them?"
ed from the program in 1990, only 97
Our first awards went to a former
completed applications were submitted.
clerical employee in asmall business,
Among the applicants is undoubtedan entrepreneur who left a large buly an overrepresentation of large comreaucracy to start his own business, a
panies, those that can afford to set a middle manager who showed his divismall army of employees working to sion how it might better serve society in
complete the application. Also ovenepits day-to-day operations, and a large
resented will be those familiar with sat- business. Idoubt any of them would
isfying multiple and exacting criteria set have taken the time to fill out a
down by corporate bureaucracies and Baldrige-length application.
government contracting procedures.
The Baldrige goal is to create a
The danger is that the winners may sourcebook to quality manufacturing
tend to reflect a"check the boxes" ap- and service—and the application form,
proach to quality rather than a "pas- chock full of approaches that can lead
sion," to use Tom Peters's term, for a to better quality, may have accomfew selected variables. It is entirely pos- plished this. The companies that pick
sible that we could learn much more and choose from among the criteria and
about dedication and fanaticism for don't bother to apply for the award may
quality from firms that choose not to have the right idea.—laRK O. HANSOIV,
apply for the Baldrige. Many undoubt- president, The Business Enterprise Trust
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DC-DC Converter
Transformers
and Power
Inductors
These units have gull wing construction which is compatible with tube
fed automatic placement equipment
or pick and place manufacturing
techniques. Transformers can be
used for self-saturating or linear
switching applications. The Inductors are ideal for noise, spike and
power filtering applications in Power
Supplies, DC-DC Converters and
Switching Regulators.
• Operation over ambient
temperature range from
—55 C to +105 C
Al! units are magnetically
shielded
All units exceed the requirements of MIL-T-27 (+130 C)
Transformers have input
voltages of 5V, 12V, 24V and
48V. Output voltages to 300V.
Transformers can be used for
self-saturating or linear
switching applications
• Schematics and parts list
provided with transformers
• Inductors to 20mH with DC
currents to 23 amps
• Inductors have split windings

Delivery—
stock to

one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacQuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL

914-699-5514
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With honors come obligations.
Three consecutive Dataquest
Supplier of the Year Awards motivate
us for ever greater dedication to the
Total Customer Satisfaction programs
they recognize.
We are immensely proud that the
Semiconductor Products Sector of Motorola
Inc. has been named Dataquest's 1991
Semiconductor Supplier of the Year. Particularly as it's our third win in arow.
Our thanks to the world's leading
electronics OEMs for their votes and to
Dataquest for the opportunity.
This time, Dataquest asked the 200
top US. and 50 leading European and Japanese
electronics companies (from Electronics
Business Magazine) to rate the world's small,
medium and large suppliers on Quality,
Delivery, Price, Technical Support and
Customer Service. Motorola came out on top
in all five measurements. That's identical to the
previous two years when the survey covered
only the US. and there were no size categories.
This recognition is surely areflection of the dynamic, evolving company-wide
programs in quality, service, technical and

customer support, and added value we've
been working on for years.
Motorola introduced the concept of
Six Sigma to industrial quality management,
implemented Just-in-Time delivery programs
and initiated effective ongoing cycle-time
reduction programs in
SIX SIGMA
service as well as manufacturing organizations.
Customer support such as
EDT, Service Centers
6
eje
and Design Centers plus
SIN SIG NIA REPRESENTS
an industry-standard,
99.9997% DEFECT FREE, OLIR GOAI.
FOR
ACTIVITIES BY1993
professionally-trained
customer-contact staff located around the
globe extend these activities.
Ever greater dedication to the fundamental objective of Total Customer Satisfaction
is our pledge. Motorola willingly accepts
the obligation to continue to earn your respect
and your business.
Ali

MOTOROLA

Dataquest is aSan Jose, CA based market research and information company.
and MOTOROLA are trademarks of Motorola Inc.
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RISC IC POWERS
HP'S XTERMINALS
Pr he first X terminals
powered by areducedinstruction-set-computing
chip deliver performance
similar to low-end workstations, says its developer,
Hewlett-Packard Co. The Xterminal market is expected
to grow from about $230 million last year to some $700
million by 1994, according to
market researcher International Data Corp., Framingham, Mass.
Using the Intel 1960 RISC

TI WILL OFFER
ASIC-LIKE DSPs
Texas Instruments Inc., market leader in digital-signalprocessor chips, wants to use
DSPs to penetrate two big
markets where it is anything
but dominant: microprocessors and microcontrollers.
TI's weapon is customerconfigurable DSPs based on
the CPU core of the Houston
company's 32005X. For the
first time, TI has put the design of RAM, ROM, and peripheral modules totally
under customer control.
Successful applications will
require power ranging between 5million and 10 million instructions/s. These include cellular phones,
hard-disk-drive controllers,
and automotive applications.
Customers need to have
experience in DSP design
and the ability to do ASICs.
Nonrecurring-engineering
costs start at $100,000, which
includes the fast 25 units and
the mask works. CI

chip, the HP 700/EX family
delivers 50,000 to more than
70,000 )(stones, compared
with about 40,000 for acompeting workstation from Sun
Microsystems Inc. )(stones
are abenchmark for X Window servers that measure
how fast they display and
erase windows.
The family includes 16- and
19-in. monochrome and color
displays, and is priced from
$2,995 to $5,995. Delivery is
in four to eight weeks. [I

HP's X terminal family includes 16- and 19-in, color
displays and is powered by Intel's i960.

INTEL'S FLASH FEATURES BLOCK ERASE

B\providing block-erasure
capability on its newest flash
memory chip, Intel Corp. has
matched a popular feature
that was one of the major advantages of flash competitors
such as Texas Instruments,
Seeq Technologies, and
Atmel.
Intel says its flash-memory
chips already own 85% of
the market, but previous versions had to erase the entire
chip before reprogramming
could take place. The new 1Mbit 28F001BX can be
erased in byte-sized blocks.
The 128-Kbit-by-8-bit chip
addresses applications such
as personal computer BIOS
(basic input/output system)
memory, embedded program memory, and parametric data storage.
Manufactured in Intel's 1.0rtm ETOX II CMOS process,
the chip includes one 8Kbyte block that is not accessible by the end user, in addition to two 4-Kbyte
parameter blocks and one
112-Kbyte main block.
By combining one hard-

ware-protected block for critical code storage with three
separately reprogrammable
blocks in one device, data integrity is ensured even during reprogramming. That's
because erasing one block
does not affect code stored in
another block.
Access times are 120 ns or
150 ns, and the devices are
available in PDIP, PLCC, or
TSOP packages. The prices
of the parts will range from
$17.20 tó $20.60 in quantities
of 1,000. U

CIRRUS TO TACKLE
OPTICAL DRIVES

Ha vilig c()nquered the controller market for magnetic
disk drives, Cirrus Logic Inc.
has set its sights on the
nascent erasable-opticaldrive market.
The Fremont, Calif., company expects demand to
reach over 1million units in
1994. It aims to capture the
controller pan of that business with atwo-chip set, the
CL-SM330/331. Samples are
available now for $85. CI

IMP'S IC TARGETS SHRINKING DRIVES
Using mixed analog/digital
CMOS technology, International Microelectronic Products Inc., San Jose, Calif., has
created an elegant solution
to aknotty problem as disk
drives shrink: implementing
constant density recording.
In essence, the IMP42C55 is
a programmable filter that
lets the microprocessor specify the data rate off the disk
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track. As drives get smaller,
data-storage capacity can still
inue-ase if data is packed as
densely on the outer tracks
as on the inner tracks. This
means, however, that the linear data density changes
from track to track.
In this application, the
adaptive 42C55 can replace
as many as eight filters. Sampling now, it costs $15. Pi

THEL
ARGEST F
AMILY
OF1MEG S
RAMS

AND MORE
ONTHEWAY
Sony's family of 1-Meg
technology. And they're
Sony 1Megabit SRAM Family Tree
SRAMs gets larger and
ready
now to discuss
Data
larger all the time.
Model
Speed
Packaging
Retention Special Availyour needs.
(ns)
Current Features ability
Our newest additions
So, for the strength
128Kx8
CXK581000P — 100/120/150 —DIP 600mil
ULL
B/X
Now
will include an industrialand security of the largest
ULL —
B/X — Now
—CXK581000M — 100/120/150 —SOP 525mil
—CXK581100TM —100/120/150 —TSOP
ULL
B/X
Now
grade temperature range,
1-Meg SRAM family,
—CXK581100YM —100/120/150 —TSOP (reverse) — ULL
B/X — Now
synchronous ASM (Applilook to Sony. You'll
—CXK581001P — 70/85
DIP 600mil
L/LL
Now
cation Specific Memory),
find us at Sony
—CXK581001M — 70/85
SOP 525mil —
ULL
Now
Corporation of
• -.?,„
and alow, 3-volt power
Now
—CXK581020SP — 35/45/55 —
SDIP 400mil
—CXK581020J — 35/45/55 —
SW 400mil
Now
requirement.
America, Compo128Kx9 — CXK77910J
20
SOJ 400mil
Sync ASM — 2H '91
We've also adopted all
nent Products
256Kx4 — CX1(541000J — 25/30/35 — SW 400mil
2H91
of the industry's most popCompany,
L=Low
LL =Low Unv
=3Volt
X=Etdended Temperature
ular package styles, making
10833 Valley
our family more compatView St.,
ible with all of your PCB designs.
SRAMs than ever.
Cypress, CA 90630. For
And with the full support of two
If you still can't find the right highdetails, call us at (714)
production facilities —plus another
density SRAM, we've got your answer 229-4190, FAX us at (714)
one due soon in San Antonio, TX
—afull team of designers in the
229-4285, or write to us
—we'll be producing more 1-Meg
USA, armed with 0.8-micron CMOS
Communications'

SONY
Sony is aregistered trademark of Sony Corporation.
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Actual output
20 WATTS

Now
Actually meets
MIL-STD-2000
MIL-STD-810C
MIL-S-901C
MIL-STD-461C
MIL-STD-704D
NAVMAT GUIDELINES

Mil/Pac - high-density military power supplies.
Now you can order Abbott's full mil-qualified compact
power supplies in both DC and AC input models.
Mil/Pacs come in 20W, 35W and 50W configurations, with
single (5, 12, 15, 24, or 28V) or dual (±12V; ±15V) outputs.
DC-to-DC models accept input from 14V to 32V. AC-to-DC
models accept 1034 to 126.5V rms, 47-440 Hz single phase.
All Mil/Pacs operate at temperature extremes from

— 55°C to +100°C. All are designed vipth afield-proven
topology that has been verified by rigorous environmental
stress screening.
Mil/Pacs are available with or without MIL-STD-2000.
Either way, the specs are worth reading. Just write us at
2727 South La Cienega BI., Los Angeles, CA 90034. Or call
(213) 936-8185.

abbott
WHEN RELIABIUTY IS IMPERATIVE'
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senior adviser at Needham & Co. in
New York, says ACE will succeed because it is "giving the customers what
they want." He sees it as aresponse to
two market realities—Sun's penetration
of the commercial workstation market
and IBM's success in its own customer
base with its RS/6000 RISC workstations. Magid expects some of the big
winners in the ACE camp to be MIPS itvanced version of Unix, to be distributBY LAWRENCE CURRAN
self; Compaq, Microsoft, and DEC. MIPS
ed by SCO, which is based in Santa
Cruz, Calif. It will also accommodate will gain customers and visibility beho will be the winners and
cause "ACE and MIPS's self-interests are
other major variations of Unix, includlosers in the Advanced Comcompletely congrùent," he says. Computing Environment? Though the first
ing Digital's Ultrix, which already runs
paq hasn't had aRISC architecon Digital's MIPS-based RISC
platforms implementing the new indussystems. In fact, some analysts COMPUTERS ture until its recent joint sales
try initiative won't be widely available
maintain SCO's Open Desktop is a and marketing venture with Silicon
until next year, computer industry anaGraphics Inc., also an ACE member.
lysts are already putting together a repackaged version of Ultrix, which
"Now Compaq has everything its cusSCO denies.
scorecard in the aftermath of the contomers want," Magid says.
•The ARC spec itself; to be applied
sortium's announcement of its specificaFor Microsoft, Magid points out that
in arange of future computers from laptions and market directions.
tops to mainframes, all of which will use ACE is the vehicle that enables the firm
The group's promulgation of an Adto maintain its DOS operating system
vanced RISC Computing (ARC) spec for MIPS RISC chips. Application programs
and Windows environment, as well as
for all of these will be binary-compatible
the MIPS Computer Systems Inc. microgain platforms in case Intel falters with
with one another.
processor family represents apotentialfuture processors. Magid sees Microsoft
• Intel 80x86-based industry-stanly formidable challenge to the de facto
founder and chairman Bill Gates as "the
dard PCs and PC systems, which means
RISC chip standards—the Intel Corp.
that application programs running on John. D. Rockefeller of our time; every
i860/i960 and Sun Microsystems Inc.
deal must include him." That's because
386-, 486-, and future x86-based deskSparc architectures. For electronics and
Windows 3.0 is so essential to ACE. Says
top PCs will be portable to the ACE.
computer industry executives pondering major purchases of personal comThird-party software vendors should Magid, "without Microsoft's successful
implementation of Windows 3.0, noththrive because of the ACE initiative.
puters or workstations, the ACE consoring happens; if ACE's machine can't run
tium means keener competition among They're now encouraged to develop
Windows, it's just another well-supportnew ACE-compatible programs to run
the three camps and more favorable
on both PCs and workstations.
ed Unix machine."
prices from all vendors.
As for DEC, Magid points out that the
But despite what members may say
The 21-member consortium is an inabout their reasons for joining, one of company is coming out with Intel 486ternational who's who of computer and
the motivations for forming the consorbased machines that will be ACE comsoftware companies. Among them, bepliant. "DEC thus will have its own stantium is to counter the runaway success
sides MIPS, are Compaq Computer,
dard, not IBM's." Besides, "DEC is the
of Intel's 80x86 industry-standard archiDigital Equipment, NEC, Microsoft,
only company in America with sales
tecture in PCs and the Sparc RISC archiMIPS Computer Systems, the Santa Cruz
tecture pioneered by Sun Microsystems
support and system software that can
Operation, and Sony. Importantly, howdo the whole [ACE] job," Magid says.
ever, neither Hewlett-Packard Co. nor Inc. in workstations.
For his part, analyst James I. Magid,
Meanwhile, International Data
IBM Corp. belongs; each has elected to
Corp.'s Terry Shannon also sees
go with a proprietary RISC arDEC as amajor winner if ACE
chitecture.
scores big in the market. ShanThe ACE/ARC specs and dinon is director of the DEC Adrections include support for:
Pyramid
Acer
visory Service at the Framing•An advanced version (reControl Data
Santa Cruz Operation
Siemens AG
Compaq
ham, Mass., market-research
lease 3.0) of IBM's 32-bit OS/2
Siemens/Nixdorf
DEC
organization. Compaq, Mioperating system, which has
Silicon Graphics
Kubota
crosoft, and MIPS certainly
yet to score in abig way in the
Microsoft
Sony
MIPS
Sumitomo
stand to gain a great deal as
market. Release 3.0 will provide
NEC
Tendem
well, in Shannon's opinion.
amigration path for the cunent
NKK
Wang
At DEC itself, president Kenusers of MS-DOS, Windows,
Olivetti
Zenith
Prime
neth Olsen in the past has
the earlier OS/2, and
sometimes faulted Unix bePosix-compliant (Unix) applicaThe Advanced Computing Environment represents
cause of a perception in some
tion software.
a worldwide computer and software elite.
circles that it's apanacea for all
• Open Desktop, an ad-

LOOK FOR MIPS, MICROSOFT, COMPAQ, AND DEC
TO MAKE BIG GAINS WITH THE ACE CONSORTIUM

AND THE WINNERS ARE...
W
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Great ideas tend
They're simple. They're shielded.
They go in with asolid click, and
release with agentle squeeze. Keying
and polarization are implicit.
And they're very, very durable.
In fact, our Shielded Data Link (SDL)
connectors are rated at 3000 cycles.
They owe their toughness to design
and engineering, and attention to such
AMP SDL connectors—selectively gold
plated for reliability and durability—
come in 4, 6, 8, and 16 positions.
Optional boot for round cable version
protects against electro-static discharge.

details as selective gold plating.
Dependability is the essence of
friendliness.
But good-looking and hardworking start well before the user sees
this connector. The highly effective
shield is designed in, so our SDL connector comes as ano-hassle, oneOffset flange receptacle
makes good use
of real estate.

to hang in there.
piece assembly. It terminates to flat
shielded cable in asingle step—conductors and shield, plus two-point
strain relief. Round cable takes only
two steps.
AMP SDL connectors are acosteffective alternative to crimp-snap type
products, whether you do-it-yourself
or order custom cables from us in flat,
round, or coiled styles. Either way, you
benefit from the same ease of application, the same well-thought-out design.
And you walk away with the reliability
and durability you need.

Receptacle options:
top and side entry, and shunted side
entry versions for network applications.

For technical information and
literature on SOL connectors, call
1-800-522-6752. AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.

dk MI Fe Interconnecting ideas
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CASE and Al solutions include I
In SoftBench;
Interactive Development Environments; Intellicorp; Inference;
and Neuron Data.

Mechanical GAD solutions include SDRC;
HP ME 10 and 30;
McDonnell Douglas;
Parametric '11.chnology; and PDA.

Move up the launch
Whether you're launching a
new car, anew chip, or anew
magazine, you'll get it to market
faster with anew HP Apollo
RISC workstation.
And that speed won't cost you,
either. Those 76 MIPS come
for less than $20K for grayscale; $27K for color. And, if
57 MIPS will launch you fast

enough, you can get that for
under $12K.
Of course, you'll go nowhere
fast unless your applications
run on our workstations.
Chances are very good that
they do. The top programs are
already ported. And more than
3,600 applications are now
available on PA-RISC.

HP'S open design allows for an
easy fit into your multivendor
network. As well as for easy
upgrades when you're ready
to grow.
The sooner you get your hands
on anew HPApollo RISC workstation, the sooner you'll be
launching new products. So

For electrical CAD, software is available from Cadence Design Systems;
Mentor Graphics; Zuken; Racal-Redac;
and VLSI, among others.

For Electronic Publishing, Desktop Productivity and Database,
available software includes Informix; Oracle; ASK/Ingres; Interleaf;
and Island Graphics.

WS!
dates.
call 1-800-637-7740, Ext. 2062
for more information. It could
help your business really
take off.

rha

HEWLETT
PACKARD

(1)1991 Hewlett-Packard Company

CPWC.016
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computers. But DEC enjoys rapidly
growing revenues from its Ultrix-based
Unix systems. Shannon says it isn't
widely known that the consortium's
Unified Unix to be offered by SCO "is a
repackaged version of DEC's OSF/1 operating system. With DEC as the purveyor of Unix software for ACE, this
should cast DEC in a more, favorable
light" in relation to Unix, Shannon says.
DEC also looks like awinner to Rikki

Kerzner, senior industry analyst at
Dataquest Inc., the San Jose, Calif., market-research firm. "I'm convinced the
SCO Unix is DEC's Ultrix, based on
what I've been able to learn," she says.
But that shouldn't diminish SCO's
chances to make hay in ACE as the
Unix vendor "if they can pull it off,"
Kerzner says.
In her view, however, the major winner in the wake of the ACE initiative is

_
Labor, Low Co'sts, Lllestyle.
The corporate need of the '90s is labor. An abundance of reliable human talent
with marketable skills will be critical to business success. Our citizens meet that
challenge, and working in partnership with education and government, the Salt
Lake area's labor market has earned an "A+" from Fortune magazine. With low
real estate costs and asuperb quality of life, you can see why Fortune said it: Salt
Lake City is the best place for business.
For afree reprint of Fortune magazine's article, "The Best Cities For Business,"
call (801) 328-8824.
t
,

,o • The Economic Development
Corporation of Utah
215 South State Street
Surte 850
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
FAX (801) 531-1460

© 1990 The Time Inc Magazine Company.
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the
in Cambridge,
Open Software
Mass.,
Foundation,
one of thebased1
two
Unix bodies jockeying for market leadership by touting their versions of the
AT&T-developed operating system as
the most widely supported "standard."
The other is Unix International Inc.,
which boasts AT&T Co. and Sun Microsystems as members. HP, IBM, and
DEC are founding members of OSF.
"It's the OSF version of Unix, in one
form or another, that's going to be ported to ACE," Kerzner stresses. ACE's direction "is also an acknowledgment that
Unix is important for desktop PCs.
We've suspected all along that OSF
would win the desktop war," she says.
John Logan, vice president at the Aberdeen Group, a Boston market research organization, believes the biggest
potential ACE winner is Microsoft; the
biggest loser stands to be Intel Corp.
"Microsoft needs a strong platform for
the future on which to sell application
software," he says, "and ACE could provide that. If OS/2 release 3becomes the
next industry standard, Microsoft could
create the upgrade path for application
software" from MS-DOS, "and Microsoft
could displace Word Perfect [in word
processing] and Lotus [in spreadsheets]
on the upgrade path."
Logan adds that Sony could also be a
big winner because the firm is investing
"multimillions of dollars" in MIPS-ACE
computer systems, "which they expect
to sell on an OEM basis to companies
such as Bull, Control Data Corp., Tandem, and Wang." The other Japanese
members of ACE could also be big winners if manufacturing volume becomes
akey differentiator, Logan says.
Curiously, he says it's less likely that
MIPS itself will be abig winner "unless
the company can sell alot of ARC-based
systems." Logan points out that MIPS
has realized only about $35 million in
revenues in MIPS architecture licenses,
and he doesn't expect MIPS to become
amajor player in the systems business.
As for Intel, Logan says the ACE initiative could hurt the semiconductor
leader more than anyone else. "This
[ACE] was established to attack Intel," he
says flatly. "By restricting the supply of
the 386, and by going into the systems
business, they've made the industry rebellious. The industry has now ganged
up on them to make sure Intel doesn't
have a stranglehold on the microprocessor market."—Additional œporting
by Howard Wolff

[37-BIT EMBEDDED PROCESSOR IS I
\WS'S
ENTRY IN AN INCREASINGLY TOUGH MARKET
READY FOR AFIGHT
BY PETER FLETCHER
Consider the barber's broom that
‘rthad five new heads and six new
handles during its 20-year working life,
yet was still the same familiar tool. The
electronics business offers many parallels, cases where redesigned subsystems enable systems to
PROCESSORS keep pace with changing technology and user needs. The
easiest example is the personal computer, where the "barber's broom" nature
of the architecture defined by IBM
Corp. and Intel Corp. has enabled them
to maintain domination.
But it is not so common in the lessvisible world of
high-performance
embedded processor systems and
parallel-processing
supercomputers.
Yet that is just the
design philosophy
applied, in part, by
Inmos Ltd. of Bristol, England, in the
new version of its
Transputer parallelprocessor chip.
The company
does not face an
easy road. Embedded control is a
tough market, and
the 32-bit embedded-processor
world in which the
new part resides is
only going to
get tougher, predicts Dataquest
Inc.'s London-based analyst, Mike Glennon. "It will become abloodbath over
the next two years," he says.
However, the T-9000, slated to start
shipping in early 1992, has something
going for it. The chip provides a 10times performance improvement over
the current top-of-the-line Transputer—
the T-800—yet retains backward compatibility with the earlier part. The result

is that it is binary-compatible with earlier Transputers and will mn the same
software code as the T-800 and others,
and mix with them in multiprocessor
networks. The new device is aimed at
image processing, computing, and
communications in the office-automation, telecommunications, military, and
industrial markets.
Performance of the new chip is sizzling. T-9000 peak performance for the
32-bit floating-point processor will top
250 million instructions/s, or mips, and
25 million floating-point operations/s,
or inegaflops. Marketing manager
Matthew Hatch calls those "virility mips
and megaflops" that are based on standard benchmark
programs.
"What is more
important is to take
existing Transputer
code from a thousand T-800 users
and make a direct
comparison between the two devices," he says. On
that score, sustainable performance
works out at "60 to
100 mips and 10 to
20 megaflops," he
states, and that
comfortably exceeds the tenfold
performance-improvement goal.
For comparison,
Hatch quotes afigure for the computation of a 1,000point fast Fourier
transform. Running a program to do
that task, Hatch says, the T-9000 model
hits 99 mips and 19 megaflops.
Aside from raw processing power,
the new part enhances the strengths of
the Transputer. These are to provide direct scalability by equipping it with
communications links that can be simply interconnected on a one-to-one
basis so that system performance relates

THE T-9000 FACES
1A
MARKET THAT
IS GOING
TO BECOME A
BLOODBATH OVER
THE NEXT TWO
YEARS, SAYS
ONE ANALYST
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High Voltage

DC-De

Converters
ACTUAL
SIZE

• New Series AV56 Standard Models
• 100 VDC to 1000 VDC
Output
• Ultra-miniature Size
Weight: 4Grams
0.1 Cubic Inch Volume
•Standard input Voltages
5, /2, 24 and 28 Volts DC
•Operating Temperature
Standard: -25°C to +70C
Optional: -55°C to +85°C
• MIL-STD-883
Screening Available
•Isolated: Input to Output
up to 1500 VDC
PICO also manufactures over 800
regulated and isolated DC-DC
Converters and AC-DC Power
Supplies and over 2500 standard
ultra-miniature Transformers and
Inductors.
Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL 914-699-5514
CIRCLE 206

People say boundary
in low cost, high quality
Now you can test that

Find common nanufacturing faults
without test patterns libraries or physical
test access with boundary-scan design and
VICTORY software.

Increasing device
complexity. Rising
pattern development costs. High
density packaging.
Disappearing nodal
access. These are
the board test problems boundary
scan was created to
solve. Which is fine
in theory. Only
problem is there
hasn't been any
way to put boundary scan
to the test. Until now.

VICTORY- the first software to automate
boundary-scan testing.

Introducing VICTORY" from Teradyne: the only
software toolset ready to help you turn boundary scan
theory into apractical advantage. From the moment
your first boundary-scan device is designed in,
VICTORY starts
..
to simplify the Thecomprehensive
VICTORY toolset is the
'œe
solution
Anal yzer
reports
testing of
for bounder
test and
r
e.
diagnostics.
complex digital boards. And
the more boundary-scan parts you
have, the more
time and money
you save.
ri-scan

patterns

Delivers high faultcoverage.

14111111144 40

Whether you're testing
----one boundary scan part or
boundary-scan networks,
VICTORY software
automatically gives
eltskialei
you 100% pin-level
fault coverage. Using
the IEEE 1149.1 and BSDL
standards, it takes VICTORY
only a
Concurrent
minute or takes
engineering
on new
two to gen-

meamngwhen

VICTORY'S
crate test
Access
Analyzer to
patterns. It optimize
board
layout for
would take testability
and
aprogram- cost-efficiency.
mer days,
even weeks to deliver
the same fault coverage
for conventional designs.
Now you can find stuck-at
faults, broken wire bonds,
wrong or missing components-even open input
pins-all without manual
diagnostic probing.
VICTORY's fault
diagnostics clearly
spell out both fault
type and fault location. And that's just the
manufacturing process

scan is abreakthrough
board testing
theory
feedback you need to eliminate defects where it's
most cost- effective —at the source.

mized board layout
without lowering
fault coverage.

Helps solve the test access problem.
With boundary-scan design and
VICTORY software, you won't need bed-ofnails access on nodes where boundaryscan parts are interconnected.
That means fewer test pads.
Fewer test probes.

Good for the
bottom line.

Boundary-Scan Intelligent Diagnostics identib
faults by type and location without physical probing —even on
high-density SMT assemblies

Shorter test programming time. Higher fault coverage. Lower PC board and test fixture costs. The bottom line on VICTORY is how positively it will affect
your bottom line. And because VICTORY works with
all Teradyne board testers, you're free to tailor atest
process that's cost effective for both your boundary
scan and non-scan boards. No matter what your test
objectives. For example, with our new Z1800VPseries testers, acomplete solution for in-circuit and
boundary-scan
testing starts at well
under $100,000.
Make the next
logical move.
Call today.

That's
acompelling advantage
to board designers.
Which is why VICTORY's
Access Analyzer was developed. With
this concurrent engineering tool, designers get
testability information early in the design process.
They can easily see where test points are required for
visibility and where they can be dropped, for opti-

Boundary scan is
the design-for-test
Get high fault coverage at low cost when you
breakthrough that
test boundary-scan boards with our new
Z1800VP system and VICTURY software.
promises lower cost,
higher quality board testing. But don't take our word
for it. Call Daryl Layzer at (800) 225-2699, ext. 3808.
We'll show you how, with VICTORY software and
Teradyne board testers, you can test this theory
for yourself.

©1991, Teradyne Inc. 321 Hanison Avenue, I3oston, Massachusetts 02118. VICTORY is atrademark of Teradyne, Inc.
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Control any
IEEE-488 (HP-IB, GP-IB)
device with our cards, cables,
and software for the PC/AT/386,
EISA, MicroChannel, and NuBus.

directly to the number of Transputers
used, and to place as much circuit functionality as possible on-chip to reduce
the need for expensive external components.
He says that the four on-chip communications links have been redesign('
to use anew packet-based protocol that
allows up to 64,000 multiplexed virtual
links to be established for each physical
link, and that the communications paths
will run at 100 Mbaud, providing an
overall data communications bandwidth of around 80 Mbytes/s. The device also has aprogrammable memory
interface that can directly drive up to 8
Mbytes of low cost two-cycle external
dynamic random-access memory without degrading processing performance.
Further systems cost savings stem from
the self-clocking capability, which
needs just a5-MHz clock from the system, multiplying this on chip to its full
running speed of 50 MHz.
Such system friendliness is essential
for the target customers for the T-900
0. Hatch emphasizes that the chip is
destined for embedded applications,
rather than for use in stand-alone personal computers or workstations.
Project design team leader Clive
Dyson says, "The one thing we don't
support is slow-access paged virtual
memory systems such as those demanded by Unix System V or other
workstation operating systems. Nevertheless, Inmos is keeping aclose watch
on developments with distributed Unix,
and Dyson points out that memory pro-

tection is provided on the chip to allow
"untrusted" programming languages
such as C to be more easily used with
the T-9000.
Compared with unit demand for 4-,
8-, and 16-bit embedded controllers, the
market for 32-bit models is quite small.
"But if you multiply that by arelatively
high unit price, then the dollar value of
the market goes through the roof and it
turns out to be one of the biggest market areas by value," Dataquest's Glennon states, "and every processor vendor
is jockeying for position. Companies
such as Intel, Motorola, MIPS Computer
Systems, and Sun are beginning to recognize the limitations of the workstation
and computer markets and are offering
their devices as embedded controllers."

You get fast hardware and
software support for all the
popular languages. A software
library and time saving utilities
are included that make instrument
control easier than ever before.
Ask about our no risk guarantee.

In this environment success is going
to be determined more by marketing
skill than by the brilliance of products,
Glennon believes. "There will be some
high-performance applications that you
have to be in to maintain visibility, but
most of it will be built around aprocessor manufacturer's ability to deliver
niche product that customers want. So
being close to customers is going to be
vital." It is also amarket whose most
important sectors are dominated by a
few major customers that have sufficient purchasing power to grind the last
cent off the unit price. As aresult, Glennon says, to be successful a32-bit controller must cost $200 to $400.
Inmos will not yet reveal afinal sell
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ing price for its part. However, Hatch
says it will fit comfortably inside Glennon's $200-to-$400 price band.
As for second criterion for success,
keeping close to customers, Hatch
points out that the T-9000 was virtually
designed by customers. In fact, the part
is being "evolved" into the market, a
process that started ayear and half ago.
"When we decided to redesign the
Transputer, we took a specification
sheet to our major customers and got
their comments before we froze the design—around 12 months ago." Since
that time adeveloper's club has formed
around the T-9000. Hatch says that
there "over 60 members in Europe, the
U.S., and Japan." They have been working together with Inmos on various aspects of the development program.
"There is so much more to developing
microprocessors than just the silicon,"
Hatch says. "There's all of the software—which we have already—the development tools, the documentation,
and the field sales support for the initial
design-in stages. And we have simulators already so people will know what
they are getting."
The result is arespectable number of
design wins already for the part. Among
them are aJapanese laser printer; an
American graphics workstation; a
British military radar processor; and a
number of European supercomputers.
Marconi is the radar maker; four British,
German, and French companies—
Meiko, Parsys, Parsytec, and Telmat—
are producing the computer. hullos
would not identify the others.

Free:
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Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803

comPAC

DC Input Power Systems
for Telecommunications and Industrial Applications
10 Watt/in. 3
The comPAC'' family of high-density
DC-Input power systems is designed to
keep your system running while shrugging
off the sags, surges and transients that
your input source hands out. So, if
meeting Bellcore, British Telecom or IEC
standards for input voltage and transient
protection is your problem, in applications
from 50 to 600 Watts, comPAC is your
solution. And comPAC doesn't talk back
...it meets Bellcore, British Telecom and
FCCNDE specifications for EMI/RFI.
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The low profile package ...only .99" tall
. .is standard, as is extended input
overvoltage capability and reverse polarity
protection,
output overvoltage and
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overcurrent protection, trim capability on
all outputs, and a naster disable. And,
every comPAC benefits from the high
efficiency and inherently high reliability of
our VI-200 family of component-level
power converters. So, just tell us what you
want. .
24, 48 or 300 VDC in ...1, 2or 3
outputs, from 2 to 95 Volts ...output
power ratings to 600 Watts .. .
we'll do the
rest.
comPAC

Vicor's compact solution

to your toughest applications.

23 Frontage Road, Andover, MA 01810
Tel.: 800-735-6200, 508-470-2900.Fax: 508-475-6715
Vicor GmbH, Tel.: 49-8031-42083.Fax: 49-8031-45736

Component Solutions For Your Power System
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serve the rapidly grow-

nicate clearly and easily.

Life without the telephone would be un-

Now, as ISDN creates new possibilities,
the need for Anritsu measurement capabilities
is greater than ever.

ing traffic volume.
Anritsu has consistently responded to

This is the type of
advanced testing that
is Anritsu's expertise.

these changes with
leading-edge technologies to pioneer industry standards in speed,
precision and reliability.
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Dedicated to Preserving the Connections Between People
Anritsu also covers
more than just one

instant access that

specialized niche. We

people take for

design and manufac-

granted.

ture everything from

Anritsu provides

public coin and card

key technical support

telephones to digital

behind the scenes to

test equipment for any

ensure that these vital

type of system.

networks always come

Today's sophisticated telecommunica-

ANRITSU CORPORATION

It guarantees the

through clearly and
reliably for you.

Anritsu

10-27, Minarnazabu 5-chome, Mmato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan Phone: Tokyo 03-3446-1111, Telex: J34372
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Accelerate Your Ethernet Solution With The Power Of Partnership.
When you team our high performance networking products with the solutions-driven approach we call
The Power Of Partnership; you get acomplete Ethernet networking application that delivers faster, more
efficient, more reliable communications. At CMC, we believe that by working together we can help you hurtle
past any networking challenge.
For over adecade we've been providing high performance products to the world's leading computer
companies. The Power Of Partnership at CMC means you can place your trust and confidence in our products
and our people.
Our Ethernet adapters for VMEbus. MLITIBUS' and ISAbus provide afull range of solutions: from
our FXP- series —featuring CMC's highest performance adapters —to the intelligent ENP series that includes
10 BASE-T support; plus, complete TCP/IP and GOSIP-compliant OSI solutions for UNIX systems and
drivers for real-time operating systems such as pSOS +

VRTX - and VxWorksr"

To accelerate to new levels of connectivity bring The Power
Of Partnership on board. Call 1-800-CMC-8023.
The Leading Intelligent Ethernet Adapters.
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A Rockwell International Company
125 Cremona Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 93117, Phone: 1-805-562-3173
1-800-CMC-8023 FAX-1-805-968-6478 In Europe: 44-81-577-2800
The Power Of Partnership, FXP and CMC are trademarks of CMG.
UNIX, WULTIBUS, pSOS +.VRTX on

Vseorks are trademarks of Wt. Ins.! Corporation. Software Components Group. Ready Systems, Inc. a
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EUROPEAN

E

OBSERVER

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS TO SOAR
T

he advance of digital
technology in communications and the continuing
liberalization of telecom activities will push Europe's
mobile communications
market, for both voice and
data, toward a multibilliondollar level by the mid-1990s.
That's the gist of astudy by
Diebold Deutschland
GmbH, the Frankfurt-based
affiliate of the U.S. management and technology consulting firm.
Diebold estimates that the
number of subscribers to cellular mobile communication
services in Western Europe
will jump about 36% ayear,
from 2.34 million in 1990 to

PHILIPS STREAMLINES
LEGAL STRUCTURE

In an effort to make the
company more efficient and
transparent, Philips NV is
about to simplify its legal
structure. This means that its
shareholders will be directly
involved in assessing company policy and making appointments to its boards.
Also, the decision-making
process at the highest level
will involve fewer board
members. These changes
were scheduled to go into effect on May 15.
The present holding company for shares in Philips will
take over operational control
of the Philips group, and it
will be named Philips Electronics NV. It will be operated by a board of management whose members will
be appointed by the shareholders. They, in turn, will
pick from alist drawn up by
the priority shareholders in
accord with the supervisory
board. 01

.AND TERMINAI
EQUIPMEN

CELLULAR ADDS
USERS...

SOURCE DIEBOLD Dal FECHLAND GmbH

$3.4 billion in 1995. The expansion will be primarily in
the voice sector, the share for
data communications proba-

probably 15 million in 1996.
The terminal equipment
market will double from the
$1.7 billion level in 1990 to

bly won't top the 10% mark.
In Germany, meanwhile,
the Telekom Division of the
Bundespost, the country's
communications authority,
as well as a private consortium will start digital cellular
mobile around midyear. For
its part, Telekom is investing
more than $2 billion in its socalled D1 network. Initially,
the agency will provide its
services in metropolitan
areas such as Hamburg,
Frankfurt, Berlin, Stuttgart,
and Munich, and on superhighways. By 1994 Telekom
hopes to have 90% system
D1 coverage of Germany
with 500,000 subscribers by
the end of that year. 01

EUROPE LOSES LAST GaAs WAFER MAKER AS WACKER QUITS

In a surprise move, Germany's Wacker Chemitronic
GmbH has stopped production of gallium-arsenide substrates. Wacker had been Europe's only native producer
of high-purity GaAs crystals.
Among the factors that
prompted the Burghausen
firm to get out of the GaAs
business are what it terms
Japanese dumping practices
and low European demand
for the material.

We don't see a trend in
Europe that would justify the
high investments in GaAs
production," aWacker spokesman says. 'We'd rather invest
in silicon to maintain aleading position in that field."
Two years ago, the company
gave up production of indium phosphide crystals.
As for the dumping
charges. Japanese suppliers
are said to sell GaAs substrate material in Europe at

20um to 3(no below the level
that Wacker considers adequate to cover production
costs in Germany. There has
been some speculation that
Siemens AG, Germany's No.
1 electronics producer,
would buy Wacker's GaAs
activities. "We definitely
won't," says a company
spokesman, indicating that
Siemens sees as little chance
of success in Europe's GaAs
market as Wacker does. LI

EUROPE'S FIRST METROPOLITAN-AREA NETWORK GOES OPERATIONAL
Deiuturk has become the

rrit country in Europe to put
a public high-speed data
network into regular service.
Designed as ametropolitanarea network, the 34-Mbit/s
system, from Germany's
Siemens AG, is operated by
Copenhagen's telephone
company ICTAS and connects the local data networks of a pharmaceuticals

group in the Danish capital.
System operation is based
on the distributed-queue
dual-bus principle in accordance with the IEEE 802.6
standard
Semens is installing similar
metropolitan-area network
systems in Germany, Italy,
and the U.S. It is also in negotiations with network operators in other countries
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that could lead to still more
installations.
Metropolitan networks are
an evolutionary step toward
the public high-speed communications networks of the
future. They will be an integral part of the planned
broadband integrated services digital networks based
on the asynchronous transfer
mode. 01
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The limits are gone
OrCAD has introduced the greatest product
upgrade in its history. Memory limits, design
restrictions, even boundaries between products
are all disappearing.
For years, OrCAD's competitors have been playing agame of catch-up. With the introduction of
Release IV, the race is over. No one will match
our price/performance ratio on these features:
• Schematic Parts Library has been increased to
over 20,000 unique library parts
• Digital Simulation process has been speeded
up by an order of magnitude
• Printed Circuit Board Layout package offers
autoplacement and autorouting at no extra
charge

Best of all, OrCAD introduces ESP
ESP is agraphical environment designed specifically for the electronic designer. Software tools
appropriate for different stages in the design
process are now linked together to form aseamless flow of information. This easy-to-use framework relieves the designer of time consuming
tasks and the inconvenience of moving from one
tool set to another. You can now spend more
time productively designing.

For more information ...
You need to know more about Release IV and all
of the benefits OrCAD has to offer. Call the telephone number below and we'll send you afree
demonstration disk.

OrCAD

• Expanded memory capabilities

More designs from more designers

For more information, call (503) 690-9881
or write to OrCAD Sales Department, 3175 N.W. Aloclek Drive, Hillsboro, Oregon, 97124
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TO SUCCEED IN THE UNIFIED MARKET, U.S. FIRMS
HAD BEST HEED THE ISO 9000 STANDARD

crusade (one Motorola plant has just
qualified as an ISO 9000 company; see
p. 46) and the industry's infatuation with
the Malcom Baldrige National Quality
Award (see p. 20) as examples that
show how advanced quality thinking is
on the other side of the Atlantic. "It's
only because of their huge home market that American companies are concerned primarily with their own
largely conforming to MIL standards or following in-house quali- QUALITY quality norms and are unaware of
other standards," Henemann says.
ty rules, according to European quality
Though there has been some misunmanagers. "As Isee it, U.S. companies
derstanding among U.S. companies
are moving within their own cosmos
about the need for aquality standard,
when it comes to quality standards,"
says Peter Naumann, an official at the
most doing business internationally are
German Society for Quality in Frankfurt.
moving to comply, according to Kim
Hawkman, consultant at E.I. du Pont de
"But if they want to gain afoothold in
Nemours & Co. in Wilmington, Del. Du
the future Europe, they had better stick
Pont, for one, has set up an interwith ISO 9000."
nal operation, the
In agreement is Günther HeneQuality Manmann, director of aqualityagement and
systems group at
Munich-based

THE KEY TO EUROPE '92
BY JOHN GOSCH

"A ter go with the ISO 9000 stan-

merican companies had bet-

dard if they want to succeed in Europe's
unified market." That, briefly, is the message to U.S. firms from an executive at an
established American electronics producer in Germany. Although U.S. companies
won't be discriminated against if they
do not comply with this quality standard, "they'll be in abetter position to
do business in Europe's more competitive environment after 1992 if they do."
Europe's Single Market, which the 12
countries in the European Community
aim to set up by the end of next year,
will be a no-barriers economic bloc,
with people, goods, services, and capital moving freely across national borders. Along with the trade barriers, the
architects of the "new" Europe will eliminate the patchwork of national standards—they currently differ from country to country—and replace them with
harmonized norms.
One standard already common for
all EC countries, plus six others in Europe, is the International Standards Organization's ISO 9000. Published in
1987, this standard is in line with the
worldwide trend toward more stringent
customer expectations in the quality of
products and services. It also reflects industry's growing realization that continual quality improvements are necessar)
for success in the marketplace.
In accordance with the rules of the
European Standards Committee, all its
members—virtually all the countries in
Western Europe—are bound to implement ISO 9000. Worldwide, about 30
nations have embraced it as well, including the U.S. There, the American
National Standards Institute and the
American Society for Quality Control
have adopted ISO 9000 as the
ANSI/ASQC Q90 standard.
However, many American firms
seem unaware of the new norm and are

Siemens AG. "In the U.S., the ISO 9000
standard is not too well known," says
Henemann. "But that doesn't mean
American firms are less quality-conscious these days than we are." Henemann notes that in the U.S. the concepts
of total quality management and customer satisfaction are highly developed
at many firms, especially in the computer and semiconductor industries (see p.
48). As do other European quality experts, he cites Motorola Inc.'s Six Sigma
ELECTRONICS •MAY 1991
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Technology
Center, to ensure that the
entire corporation complies with the
ISO 9000 standard.
What exactly is ISO 9000? Unlike
many other standards, it is not aset of
product specifications, nor is it specific
to any single industry such as electronics, automobiles, or chemicals. Rather, it
is aset of quality-system standards and
guidelines that complement product or
service requirements.
As Léon Tossaint, corporate quality
manager at Philips NV, the giant Dutch

Join
Best Western's
Gold Crown Club..
•
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Best Western's Gold Crown Club
it's easier than ever to earn points*
redeemable for valuable awards at
nearly 1900 Best Western locat ions in the U.S., Canada, Mexico and
the Caribbean.
Just look at the values! Here's what you can earn:
•Room nights at Best Westerns in the U.S., Canada, Mexico and the
Caribbean •U.S. Savings Bonds (gift certificates for non-U.S. residents)
•General Rent-A-Car Certificates •Gourmet Dining Certificates
Start earning points today. There's no cost to join!
Make your Gold Crown Club membership a
FIR
necessary part of your travel plans.

EOM

Each Bee Western rs independently owned and operated.

Here's my application. Please enroll me in your Gold Crown Club today, at no Lost to me.
Name
Company

Phone

Please mail to my

Home

Address
State /Province

Ext.
Business address
City

Zip /Postal Code

Country

Mail to: Best Western International, Inc. Gold Crown Club
P.O. Box 3858, Holliston, MA 01746
*Gold Crown Club Points are awarded for rooms purchased at the regular rate. Points will not
he awarded for discounted room rates.
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SOURCE: DU PONT CO

Du Pont, one of few U.S. companies to adhere to ISO 9000, sees this standard—promulgated by
the European Community—as part of a continuum leading to world-class quality.

to say. Speaking for Germany, Naumann points out that the standard is
"widespread, particularly in high-tech
and export-intensive industries such as
the electronics/electrotechnical and machine-construction branches. Companies in these sectors cannot do without
9000 if they want to score on foreign
markets," Naumann says.

Another sign of ISO 9000's growing
importance in the European consciousness is the plethora of newspaper want
ads for quality engineers and auditors
familiar with its guidelines. To push the
standard in the engineering community,
the German Society for Quality plans to
spread the gospel at technical universities and trade schools.

To become an "ISO 9000 company,"
an accredited agency must certify that
the quality system the fum has implemented satisfies the requirements of the
standard. In Europe, anumber of such
agencies provide certification—the
British Standards Institute, the Gevman
Society for the Certification of Quality
Assurance Systems, and the Dutch

150 Businesses Moved to
Northeastern Indiana in 18 Months.
Just for the Climate
Give abusiness the right climate and watch it thrive. Plants grow, profits
bloom, and the outlook is coming up roses. What makes for such an ideal
climate? A climate whose warmth has attracted the likes of GM for its hightech truck assembly plant, Magnavox, GE, ITT, and many smaller companies?

Indiana is ahot spot for industry"* and apro-business environment from
the word "go."

It's your move
To find out why the National Alliance of Business gave us its 1985
Distinguished Performance Award for innovative economic development
and employment programs, just call Mr. Lincoln Schrock, Director,
Indiana Northeast Development at (219)426-7649.
Or send in this coupon today.

An ideal location
For starters, you have to be in the right place, an area with amarket of
82 million people who live within aradius of 500 miles of Northeastern
Indiana—that's about one-third of the U.S. population.
And the right people
People who really want to work, are proud of their work, and come to
work because the work ethic in this part of the country is legendary—absenteeism is among the very lowest in the country—less than 4%—and so is job
turnover. And, of course, the one thing you can't put anumber on is our famous
Hoosier enthusiasm.

Yes! I'd like to move to awarmer business climate.
Send me your free package of literature.
Clip and mail this coupon to: Mr Lincoln Schrock, Director, Indiana
Northeast Development, P.O. Box 11099, Fort Wayne, IN 46855.
Name

Plus financial incentives
Our region's program of tax relief, tax credits and tax abatements,
our model On-The-Job-Training program where companies are allowed a
reimbursement of up to 50% on employee wages, have been cited by the
business press of the nation as the major reasons why "Northeastern

Company
Address
L. It Y

Northeastern Indiana.
•
Chicago Tribune

The Climate is Right.
Produced in cooperation with the Indiana Department of Commerce
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TO QUALIFY TOOK '14 MONTHS OF HARD WORK'

Ittook "14 months of hard work,"
but Motorola Inc.'s Stotfold, Hertfordshire, mobile-phone plant in England has just won its ISO-9000 wings.
The factory, which produces mobile
and cellular telephones for use in the
UK, China, Japan, and Eastern Europe,
is one of few U.S.-owned concerns to
go through the rigors of qualifying for
this quality standard, which many see as
vital to doing business in the unified European market (see p. 43).
What does it take? General manager
Mike McTighe says that qualification
was a demanding process that took
more than ayear, during which assessors foul the British Standards Institute
placed every aspect of the plant's operational procedures under amicroscope.
"The audit involves adetailed examination of the management system from
the point at which acustomer order is
taken through the processes by which
you translate that into ademand on the

factory and, in turn, into work in
progress," he reports.
The assessors evaluate "the ordering
of materials, the way in which the materials are received and managed, and all
of the peripheral processes, such as how
you cost the product and how you pay
the materials vendors—in fact, total
management and documentation," says
McTighe. They do not, he notes, "lay
down rules about how aproduct should
be made," only that your system can
make it the way it's supposed to. That's
in accordance with the British definition
of quality, says Paul Lerch, lead BSI assessor: the ability of "the features and
characteristics of aproduct or service to
satisfy stated or implied needs."
One of the most potent facets of the
ISO 9000 standards, also known as BS5750 in the UK, is that gaining certification is not aone-shot deal. "It's aliving
assessment," says McTighe. `They visit
you randomly at least once aquarter. So

you don't just get certified once—you
have to maintain those standards or else
certification is withdrawn."
Is it worth the effort? McTighe thinks
so. The root strength is that it is apublic
demonstration that a plant has been
stringently assessed and approved as a
competent manufacturing organization.
Besides giving acompany acompetitive
selling edge, it can improve relationships with components suppliers. 'We
have avendor-qualification procedure
that assesses avendor for recognizable
quality standards," says McTighe, "but
we would prefer to buy from avendor
with ISO-9000 qualification."
There are public kudos as well. Now
McTighe gets to print the ISO symbol
on his company letterhead, and the
chances are that the actual certificate
will be formally presented by apassing
politician, or even, if Motorola is very
lucky, a member of the British royal
family.—Peter Fletcher
Advertisement

Small Company's New Golf Ball Flies Too
Far; Could Obsolete Many Golf Courses
Pro Hits 400-Yard Tee Shots During Test Round
Want To Shoot An Eagle or Two?
By Mike Henson
MERIDEN, CT — A small golf company in
Connecticut has created anew, super ball that flies like
aU-2, putts with the steady roll of acue ball and bites
the green on approach shots like adropped cat. But
don't look for it on weekend TV. Long-hitting pros
could make ajoke out of some of golf's finest courses
with it. One pro who tested the ball drove it 400 yards,
reaching the green on all but the longest par-fours.
Scientific tests by an independent lab using ahitting
machine prove the ball out-distances major brands
dramatically.
The ball's extraordinary distance comes partly from
arevolutionary new dimple design that keeps the ball
aloft longer. But there's also asecret change in the core
that makes it rise faster off the clubhead. Another
change reduces air drag. The result is aball that gains
altitude quickly, then sails like a glider. None of the
changes is noticeable in the ball itself.
Despite this extraordinary performance the company has aproblem. A spokesman put it this way: "In
golf you need endorsements and TV publicity. This is
what gets you in the pro shops and stores where 95%
of all golf products are sold. Unless the pros use your
ball on TV, you're virtually locked out of these outlets.

TV advertising is too expensive to buy on your own, at
least for us.
"Now, you've seen how far this ball can fly. Can you
imagine apro using it on TV and eagle-ing par-fours? It
would turn the course into apar-three, and real men
don't play par-three's. This new fly-power forces us to
sell it without relying on pros or pro-shops. One way is
to sell it direct from our plant. That way we can keep
the name printed on the ball asecret that only abuyer
would know. There's more to golf than tournaments,
you know."
The company guarantees agolfer aprompt refund if
the new ball doesn't cut five to ten strokes off his or her
average score. Simply return the balls — new or used —
to the address below. "No one else would dare do that,"
boasted the company's director.
If you would like an eagle or two, here's your best
chance yet. Write your name and address and "Code
Name S" (the ball's R&D name) on apiece of paper and
send it along with acheck (or your credit card number and
expiration date) to National Golf Center (Dept. S-58),
500 S. Broad St., Meriden, CT 06450. Or phone 203-2382712, 8-8 Eastern time. No P.O. boxes, all shipments are
UPS. One dozen "S" balls cost $24.95 (plus $3.00 shipping
& handling), two to five dozen are only $22.00 each, six
dozen are only $109.00. You save $55.70 ordering six.
Shipping is free on two or more dozen. Specify white or
Hi-Vision yellow.
Bost Enterprises, Inc. 1991
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KEMA, an agency akin to a standards
institute, among others. These organizations carry out on-site audits and issue a
certificate if the company passes the
test. A company in one country can get
certified by an agency in another; the
quality certificates are recognized
worldwide. Every two years or so, a
company must prove to the agency that
it is still conforming to ISO 9000.
In the U.S., the American Society of
Quality Control has established the Registration Accreditation Board to accredit
registration agents in the U.S. Hawkman
points out that the registration process
was not originally conceived as part of
the standard. However, companies otherwise would have no way to prove to
their customers that they are compliant.
After the auto industry, the electronics sector is strongly quality-conscious,
and among the most active European
ISO 9000 adherents is Philips. The Eindhoven-based company turned to the
9000 standard about two years ago and
made it a keystone in its total qualitymanagement philosophy. "The standard fits in with our 'quality way of life,'
our company culture," says corporate
quality manager Tossaint.
So much so that Philips has decided
to introduce the standard to its operations throughout the world. In Europe,
some 80% of all manufacturing units
have already implemented the standard,
and 20% of these have received certification from the various auditing agencies. For other units, certification is
pending. The standard applies to almost
everything the Dutch company produces, from integrated circuits to consumer and communications gear.
As for Siemens, Germany's No. 1
electronics maker has been working
with quality norms for more than 20
years, conforming to the standards of
the many countries to which it exports
its wares. When ISO 9000 came out,
Siemens—which, like other European
firms, was instrumental in drawing up
the standard—began adapting its existing quality systems to the 9000 guidelines. By now, eight of Siemens's 50odd factories in Germany have received
the ISO 9000 certificate while the other
units have applied for certification.
Siemens not only delivers 9000 quality, it increasingly demands that its parts
suppliers do so too. That requirement,
Henemann says, "is now written into
about 50% of our contracts." In the other
half, the 9000 is not an absolute require-

ment but is regarded as desirable. The
company has about 30 experts at the
corporate level who are engaged in general aspects of quality. "They ensure that
the same standards are applied throughout the company and that information
on quality is exchanged among our various divisions," Henemann says. At each
of the 15 divisions are hundreds of specialists directly concerned with ISO 9000
implementation.
If companies don't implement the
standard of their own accord, pressure
to do so may come from the outside.
"Increasingly, customers demand that
we produce 9000-specified quality,"
says Erich Schindler, manager for quality and reliability at the ITT Semiconductors Group in Freiburg, Germany. He
points out that some of the firm's customers are auto-accessory makers
whose customers, in turn, are the quality-mad automakers, for whom the utmost in quality is crucial in their struggle
to compete against Far Fast imports.
What's more, many customers have
begun to rate suppliers according to
how well they fulfill an order for quality

products, Schindler says. Class-A
ers, he explains, have afulfillment degree of better than 85%. Always asked
first to fill an order, they are rated as preferred suppliers. Class-B suppliers have
afulfillment degree of better than 75%
and are approached if the preferred
supplier is unable to deliver. Finally,
Class-C suppliers rate as the last resort
for the parts acustomer needs.
Besides being apowerful sales argument, in production ISO 9000 helps
boost yields and speed throughput,
Schindler adds. How so? Statistical process control can reveal weak spots in
production. Because of bad process parameters, semiconductor parts, for example, may suffer from poor characteristics and therefore poor quality. By
eliminating the weak spots, quality is
enhanced and yields raised. And because the production process need not
be interrupted to sort out bad parts for
passible rework, the throughput goes
up. That, in turn, could mean lower-cost
products if the supplier passes on the
advantages to the end user. CI
Additional reporting byJonah McLeod

MINIATURE PHOTODETECTOR
POWER SUPPLIES
For
Photomultiplier Tubes & Photodiodes
Short Circuit &Reverse Polarity Protected
Mounts On Printed Circuit Boards
Input &Output Floating
Small & Lightweight
Excellent Stability
Low Ripple

Ferranti Venus
399 SMITH STREET, FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735
(516) 293-4100 •TWX: 510-224-6492 •FAX: 516-752-7976
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DOES YOUR COMPANY
PASS OR FAIL SERVICE?
ELECTRONICS EXECUTIVES ARE Fl \DI \G THAT CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION IS MORE URGENT THAN MIPS AND MEGAFLOPS
ByJacqueline Damian, based on reporting by Lawrence Curran, Jcmab McLeod,
Jack Sbandle, Samuel Weber, and
Howard Wolff

H

Category 1, which comprises
[by itself] it's no longer
COVER STORY major
vendors with $500 milenough." That's because
lion or more in annual revenues. The
most electronic products—including
winner, Motorola Inc.'s Semiconductor
personal computers, semiconductors,
Products Sector in Phoenix, Ariz., garand printers, the three categories that
nered an awesome 35% of the vote.
Dataquest is evaluating—have become
"Going the extra mile, providing
commodities, and manufacturers have
to find more persuasive ways to differproducts with service, that's
tough for [t he
entiate their products. The answer is
keeping the customer happy and meet- Japanese]," says
Mark Giudice,
ing all his needs—i.e., service.
3e>
The most recent Dataquest service
awards offer up a few surprises. In
semiconductors, for example, no
Japanese company made the list of 15
chip houses, in three categories, that
were deemed superior in service by a
group of 160 chip buyers Dataquest
,
surveyed worldwide. In fact the
highest-ranked Japanese supplier
gained only 3% of the vote in

ot technology isn't enough. Time
to market won't do it, either, and
neither will superb quality. All
those attributes, rightly cherished by suppliers of electronic products, won't launch acompany into the
big leagues in terms of gaining market
share without the addition of one crucial, if elusive, ingredient to the recipe:
customer service.
In the fevered marketplace of the
1990s, customer satisfaction has become amajor selling point among vendors jousting for client dollars. No
longer are high technology and high
performance enough to guarantee success. And high quality, once the industry's holy grail, has become a given,
something the customer expects without question.
What's left is service, amultifarious
construct of tangible and intangible considerations that can make a vendor
stand out from the crowd of competitors—and keep his order book full.
The electronics industry only recently began to preach the service gospel
[Electronics, July 1990, p. 50], but ,,,,57.,--e
the doctrine has become so en- L:....:
trenched so fast that market-research house Dataquest Inc. is now
endorsing it by handing out awards to
companies whose customers grade
them A+ on service.
"Customer satisfaction is the [most
important] strategic marketing concept
of the decade," says Greg Chagaris, vice
president for customer-satisfaction
products at the San Jose, Calif., research
firm. Advanced technology "remains a
crucial element in business success, but
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senior industry analyst in Dataquest's
semiconductor user service. Some industry watchers caution against such
generalizations, while others say communication problems can interfere with
service from Far Eastern suppliers.
"They nod, they say they understand,
they agree, and they don't understand at
all," says one executive.
In personal computers, where 1,230
U.S. users ranging from corporate executives to secretaries were surveyed,
heavyweights IBM and Apple made the
list of the top eight—but they ranked
beneath outfits whose names are not
household words, like CompuAdd, Everex, and AST. In page printers that
print 20 pages or less per minute, the
top five companies in overall customer
satisfaction for the first quarter of 1991
•were Hewlett-Packard, Canon
e"
U. S.A., Apple,Notably,
Laboratories.
QMS, and
top-ranked
Wang
e •
Hewlett-Packard Co., an industry
"
- leader in its commitment to
•
customer Service (see story at right),
.
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LEARNING HOW TO LISTEN
does a topnotch customerW1 service organization reduce its
parts inventory by 21%, cut the time its
engineers spend in filling out forms by
40%, and increase the quality of the information in its customer data base by
37%? If the company is Hewlett-Packard
Co., it gives its customer-support engineers laptop computers so they can file
reports electronically instead of by hand.
For HP, the paperless customer engineer
has preceded the paperless office.
The transformation came about because HP's cutomer-support organization is constantly running controlled experiments to maximize quality, says Jim
Arthur, senior vice president and general manager of Worldwide Customer
Support Operations. In the case of supplying customer engineers with laptops,
HP listened to its employees. It listens to
its customers just as earnestly.
When it comes to support organizations, the Palo Alto, Calif., company has
few peers. Arthur's division contributed
$3.1 billion to HP's revenues in 1990. It
employs 16,000 professionals in 400
support units and has offices in more
than 100 countries. On average, each
professional in Arthur's group contributes $200,000 in revenues—HP must
be doing something right.
"It is important to have awell-defined overall philosophy," says Arthur,
"so that the people on the front lines
have aframework in which to make decisions." In alarge corporation, having
front-line engineers make decisions—
the right decisions translates into faster
turnaround and customer satisfaction.
'We create abias for action," he says.
Feedback is akey element in HP's
overall support philosophy. Its customer-satisfaction survey, for example,
is an 11-page booldet that asks more
than 100 questions. "The questions are
detailed," say Arthur, "because to improve the process you have to understand exactly what the customer is
thinking in as much detail as possible."
But written surveys are not enough.
HP also conducts focus groups in which
it asks for face-to-face critiques. "Focus
groups give us the intensity we would
not see in aquestionnaire," Arthur says.
"They also let us develop alternative solutions and ask the customers which is
ELECTRONICS •MAY 1991
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the best trade-ott."

Customer feedback was a driving
force behind HP's becoming the first
computer maker to move from paper to
CD-ROM discs for the documentation of
its systems. Through the questionnaire,
HP learned far more than that customers were unhappy with the documentation. Results also showed that
users considered documentation akey
component in operating HP computers;
that keeping track of system updates
was aproblem; and that the sheer volume of paper (600 lbs for amidrange
computer) was overwhelming.
HP's first cut at asolution was to suggest magnetic tape as an alternative delivery vehicle. Taking the idea to afocus
group, however, showed tape was not
the answer. Customers wan -cl random
access to the information, and that demand led directly to CD-ROM. Has it
had an impact? Dataquest Inc.'s customer-satisfaction survey for minicomputer suppliers showed HP doubling
the spread between its score for documentation and the industry average between 1988 and 1989. A follow-up HP
survey revealed that nearly 50% of customers said the CD-ROM service saved
up to five hours of systems-management time amonth.
Still another HP support methodology is called design prototyping. It selects
aset of customers that represent arange
of potential users, gives them product
prototypes, and asks for feedback. This
process is repeated thoughout the product-development cycle.
The development of HP GlancePlus,
aperformance diagnostic tool used by
data-processing supervisors, followed
this route and led to amajor design fix.
In early prototypes, the GlancePlus displayed a screen full of performance
metrics that customers found too complicated. "Tess is more," they kept saying, reinforcing the fact that they found
the human-factors aspect of screen design more important than sheer quantity of data. HP eased up on the density
of information and emphasized readability. As a result, HP GlancePlus
earned an initial customer-satisfaction
rating of the sort usually achieved in the
third or fourth versions of a software
product—Jack Shancile

the lists in the semiconductor and comgether," says Feigenbaum. For example,
mentation, while important, were
puter categories as well.
Analog Devices Inc., the Norwood,
judged less crucial than these three.
To install aworld-class service appaMass., chip house that ranked No. 1in
In printers, customers were generally
ratus requires, first of all, defining the
Dataquest's second semiconductor catehappy with product quality but dissatisterm as it applies to your own cusgory (midsize suppliers with revenues
fied with value for price, citing especialtomers, says service guru Armand V.
of $50 million to $499 million), did a ly the high cost of add-ons and options
Feigenbaum, the author of Total Quail- turnaround on service when it realized
such as font cartridges, feeders, trays,
Contro4 which has just appeared in a that customers were far from hanpy
and memory upgrades.
revised third edition (McGraw-Hill,
with the service they were getting (see
Ironically, says Dataquest's Haney,
$62). Feigenbaum offers his own
p. 54). Cypress Semiconductor Corp. of "There is agroundswell of knowledge
sweeping definition: service is "whatevSan Jose is another chip maker that
that the god we've been pursuing all
er the customer says it is."
sternly evaluates the customer service it
our lives—better price/performance,
He adds that electronics companies
provides (see p. 59).
more mips per dollar—is really driving
that operate on the theory that their own
Dataquest, meanwhile, offers some
us to narrower and narrower margins.
engineers know more than the customer
insights gained from its ongoing cus- To differentiate your products this way
about what the customer
is interesting, but it has
wants will have trouble with
brought all to the point
service. In short, he says, serwhere most products are
vice must be market, not
commodities," he says. In
technology, driven.
such an environment, he
Feigenbaum,
whose
says, real differentiation "will
General Systems Co. in PittsWho makes the grade in
come from very specific and
field, Mass., installs serviceintimate knowledge of what
semiconductor service...
and quality-oriented operathe
customer base wants."
Large (over $500 million in sales):
tional systems for compaMotorola
For the systems house
Texas Instruments
nies worldwide, offers acarpurchasing electronic comIntel
rot-and-stick quantification
ponents, one company that
National Semiconductor
Advanced Micro Devices
for the service equation:
knows exactly what it
"Our data shows that when
wants—and spells out those
Midsize ($50 million to $499 million):
Analog Devices
a customer reacts favorably
desires for suppliers in no
Hewlett-Packard
[to a supplier] he will tell
uncertain terms—is InterCypress
eight others. But when he
graph Corp., the Huntsville,
Linear Technology
Burr-Brown
reacts unfavorably, he will
Ala., workstation vendor. Actell 22 others," he says.
cording to Brom Sweet, diNiche (under $50 million):
Maxim Integrated Products
The precept that each
rector of worldwide procureSilicon General
company must draw its own
ment and transportation,
Lattice
picture of service is reinXilinx
Intergraph about four years
TRW
forced by Dataquest presiago put in place aprogram
dent H. Glen Haney. 'We
to deal strictly with supplier
...and customers' main concerns
find that what's good for one
quality. It's the Purchaser
Pricing
vendor isn't necessarily
Availability
Quality Council, which is
Cost control
good for another," he says.
composed of people from
Inventory control
"For example, Customer A
Intergraph's design-engiQuality, reliability
On-time delivery
expects maintenance for his
neering, manufacturing-enequipment to be intimate
gineering, materials, manSOURCE: DATAQUEST INC.
enough so that it is never
agement,
quality,
and
down more than one hour.
purchasing departments.
Customer B expects maintenance withtomer-satisfaction surveys, which ask
"Each month we get an inspectionin 24 hours. The level of satisfaction or users in the three product categories to
history report, printed out by vendor,
dissatisfaction for Customer A is just as
describe their most important concerns.
showing the result of looking at asupvalid as that of Customer B."
In semiconductors, the firm found, what
pliers lots of materials received during
Deciding how high to place the
customers want most is reasonable
the month," says Sweet. "It shows how
maintenance department's hoop, then,
prices, on-time delivery, availability of many lots were inspected and tested,
will vary depending on the expectations
product, and help with cost control emhow many came in early, and how
of aparticular customer base. That level
bodying such things as just-in-time demany came in late. It shows if there
must be decided vendor by vendor,
livery and inventory control.
were any amounts over or under what
product by product, model by model,
The PC-customer wish list is shorter:
we ordered, and their quality-accepregion by region, Haney says.
here, the three most critical factors are
tance percentage."
Electronics companies are indeed arvalue for price, quality, and the vendor's
Anything less than a98% rating gets
riving at their own definitions of service,
commitment to the customer, Dataquest
meticulously reviewed by the council
in programs that inevitably start with
found. Technological bells and whistles,
once a month, and this may lead to a
quality—the two are "absolutely tied toproduct delivery, and technical docuvisit to the supplier or an invitation to
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off combinational
board test systems
Brand new. Not used.
We're talking about savings of 1/3 to 1/2 what you'd expect
to pay for ahigh-performance, combinational test system
for very modern, high-technology boards.
The kind of boards you figured would require atester costing
much, much more. It's the new GR2288 Combinational Test
System. And it will save you big money.
Here's more good news...
It's loaded with high-performance features like dramatically
reduced test-cycle times to give you incredible throughput.
Boundary scan test with extremely valuable built-in,
automatic diagnostic capabilities. An analog functional test
module for fast, seamless hybrid device testing. SMT testing.
New, fast and powerful debugging tools. And GenRad's new,
exciting Time-To-Market Toolke.
Even more good news. You can migrate your existing fixtures
and programs to it. Both GenRad's and others'.
There is no bad news.
If you're ready for anew way of thinking about highperformance combinational testing at avery reasonable price,
request acopy of the GR2288 brochure.
Call 1-800-4-GENRAD in the U.S., or the GenRad office nearest you in Austria,
Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Singapore, Switzerland.
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A New Way of Thinking
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visit at Huntsville, so that the vendor can
find out where it went awry and put
some "get-well program" in place. Subsequent gaffes lead to warning letters,
special hoard reviews, and ultimate disqualification. "This improves our overall
quality," Sweet says, "and also automatically limits our supplier base, which is
also agoal."
Satisfying amajor consumer of semiconductors, components, and subsystems such as Intergraph or Northern
Telecom Corp. can, in fact, mean the
difference between being a certified
supplier and being left out in the cold.
Northern Telecom, for example, dealt

with 1,725 suppliers in 1984, says Adrian Despres, purchasing manager for the
company's facilities in Research Triangle
Park, N.C. By 1990, that number had
fallen to 385, "with 104 certified suppliers providing 85% of our lots."
The three-step certification procedure is arduous, time-consuming, and
expensive for both the prospective sup-

plier and Northern Telecom. But it leads
to what Despres calls "a codestiny partner: their success and ours are intertwined," he says.
The first step qualifies the supplier's
process. Essentially it requires apositive
assessment of avendor's ability to manufacture high-quality components. Step
2qualifies aspecific component by extensive testing. Step 3, the most demanding, includes assessments of service-oriented issues such as the ability
to control subsuppliers, provide just-intime delivery, and utilize forecasting information to reduce delivery cycle time.
When Northern Telecom's needs

CONQUERING THE LIMBO FACTOR

en Analog Devices Inc. was
named by Dataquest Inc. as
Semiconductor Supplier of the Year
among midsize chip makers (see main
story), the recognition told Art Schneiderman that "we're on the right track toward being rated No. 1 by our customers." It was a personal victory for
Schneiderman, vice president for quality and productivity improvement at the
Norwood, Mass., firm, and vindication
for his boss, company founder, chairman, and president Ray Stata. Stata
hired Schneiderman as quality guru five
years ago to turn Analog Devices
around in customer satisfaction.
Stata had become convinced that
"on-time delivery of products that work
has become the major factor in vendor
selection and performance evaluation."
At the time, however, his company's
record for on-time delivery wouldn't
have won any awards. Manufacturing
cycle times at the Analog Devices Semiconductor Division in Wilmington,
Mass., were 22 weeks in the first quarter
of 1986, before Schneiderman instituted
aquality-improvement program. By the
end of 1989, they had been slashed to
nine. They're now at eight weeks, with
agoal of four to five next year.
Nor were yields anything to brag
about. In 1987, for example, yields were
about 20%. They're now at 38%, and the
goal is to top 50% next year. 'We measure four internal processes," Schneiderman says: manufacturing-cycle-time reduction, time to market, process-defect
levels, and yield improvements. "They
all play together and can't be treated in
isolation," he asserts.

Schneiderman adds that customers
don't care what avendor's manufacturing cycle times or yields are. They're interested in the product's quality, price,
and "our responsiveness to their needs.
What they really want to know is how
often we say 'you've got it' when they
tell us they need a certain number of
parts by agiven date."
With a 22-week cycle time in 1986,
Analog Devices was missing alot of delivery dates. To attack the problem,
Schneiderman and his team first measured the actual time required to process abatch of wafers from start to finish. That added up to 26 weeks. But the
cumulative time encompassing each
step along the way—wafer fab, assembly, and test—was 20 weeks. "We
couldn't account for where the product
was for six weeks, so we added another process step and called it limbo,"
Schneiderman recalls.
The next step was to determine the
theoretical time that should be required
for each step in the process. The biggest
variance from the theoretical to the actual was the limbo factor, "so we assigned ateam to cut the limbo time to
zero," Schneiderman says.
Analysis showed that amajor part of
the limbo time was consumed when
wafers were bumped out of aprocess
queue to make room for a"hot lot" that
had to be expedited. However, there
was no automatic method to reschedule
wafers that had been shunted aside.
"They may have sat around for four
weeks before being assigned to anew
processing lot," Schneiderman says, because at the time, rescheduling was a
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time-consuming manual process done
about once amonth. Since then, Analog
Devices has converted to computerized
manufacturing-resource
planning
(MRP) that makes it easier to reschedule
the floor more often; "we've also minimized the expediting of hot lots to those
that are truly essential," he says.
The technique the firrn uses is based
on Pareto analysis—a method that identifies the most glaring problems in successive passes at a process. The limbo
factor was by far the biggest, Schneiderman says. "Once that was solved, we
went to work on the next biggest problem, and so on until we got those under
control, as well." Testing also caused
delays because of out-of-calibration
equipment and the fact that updating
the test schedule wasn't done often
enough. MRP solved the latter.
Another statistic indicates how well
the quality program is working—the
percent of line items shipped on time
vs. factory commit dates. That number
has jumped from 72% on time in early
1986 to 96% at the end of 1989. The
goal is 99% by 1992.
Do all these dramatic and measurable cycle-time reductions and yield improvements affect profits? Unfortunately, "I don't know of any company that
has seen a direct bottom-line impact"
after substantially improving on quality
and delivery, Schneiderman says. "The
benefits are passed on to customers in
reduced prices," which keeps them
coming back. "In today's highly competitive world, if you don't improve you
can't compete; you'll be out of business."—Lawttmce Curran

When Smith Corona's
production line went
down, HP support
was up and running.

It happened on afreezing
Saturday in February.
Joe Reiley, aHewlett-Packard test
and measurement support engineer,
was at awedding in Pottstown,
Pennsylvania. The office was the
furthest thing from his mind, when
suddenly ¡ils beeper went off.
In minutes, Joe was on the phone
to Travis Field, the support engineer for Smith Corona in Cortland,
New York. An HP test system crucial to Smith Coronal production
line had gone down. Suddenly, Joe's
thoughts turned to figuring out
how to get Smith Coronas production line back up. Joe bid the other

guests goodbye and ran to his car.
After driving through ablinding
snow storm over icy mountain
roads, Joe pulled into Smith
Corona at 10:30 pm. A thorough
analysis of the problem made
it clear they needed extra parts,
so Joe called another HP support engineer, Pete Nahrgang, in
Valley Forge. Working through
the early morning, Pete took parts
from aback-up HP system, then
flew them to Cortland by special
courier. By Sunday afternoon, just
24 hours after Joe's beeper first
went off, Smith Corona's production line was up again.

True stories like this prove HP's
dedication to responsive customer
support throughout the world.
We'll tailor our hardware, software
and education services to your test
and measurement needs. With one
of the largest support organizations
in the industry, we're committed to
keeping your production line up
and running Fbr more information,
call your local HP sales office or
circle the reader service number.

There is abetter way.
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change, a certified supplier must be
nimble enough to act in one to three
weeks instead of the industry-standard
12 to 16, says Despres.
Sun Microsystems Inc. has asimilar
evaluation scheme. The workstation
market leader buys all its parts on a
total-cost-of-ownership basis, says
Frank Harrell, director of electronics
commodity management at the Mountain View, Calif., company. "Our top 50
vendors get ascorecard with anumerical rating system," he explains. 'We
evaluate five criteria for every vendor
and assign avalue between 1and 100
to each: quality is rated at 30 out of 100,
delivery gets 25, technology 20, price

THE GODFATHER
PROGRAM

Ø

I
w problem confronting suppliurs evaluating their own performance in providing customer service is
the tendency to deceive themselves: no
one can picture himself as a villain.
However, for acompany to compete effectively it must be brutally frank with
itself in evaluating precisely how well it
is serving its customers, and how it
could do the job better.
Cypress Semiconductor Corp. can attest to the benefit of knowing firsthand
what one's customers think. Its Godfather program measures service directly.
"Officers in our company are assigned
key accounts," says T.J. Rodgers, president of the San Jose, Calif., chip house.
"At intervals during the year, they visit
the customers that buy and use Cy15, and service 10.'
Using a formula that produces a press's products."
The program has humbled Cypress's
grade between 1.1 (best) and 2.0
(worst), Sun determines the cost of top managers as they listened to customers complaining about things the
doing business with each of its suppliers
based on the scores. "If asupplier has a wmpany had or had not done. "Cusperfect score of 1.1, that means it costs
tomers tell you your delivery performance is poor, that a simple request
Sun only 10 cents for every dollar we
such as not using styrofoam 'popcorn'
spend with that supplier," says Harrell.
packaging materials has gone unheed"A more typical score is around 1.25,
which means it costs Sun 25 cents for ed, and so on," Rodgers says.
every dollar spent with this vendor."
Rodgers himself is the godfather for
But there's more to Sun's recipe than
Sun Microsystems Inc., the Mountain
View, C'alif., workstation leader. Satisfykeeping score. To ensure its vendors'
ing Sun represents the greatest chalwillingness to work toward acommon
lenge a semiconductor company can
goal, Sun's middle management meets
face, because it purchases the most adquarterly with the top 50 suppliers using
the scorecards as ajumping-off point for vanced devices—those that are the
most difficult for achip maker to ramp
determining how the two outfits can
work more effectively together. After into production. And Sun is avery aggressive company that wants the latest
this meeting comes another between
technology and values agood suppliercorporate managers, to further refine
the working relationship.
customer relationship, Rodgers says
The threat—implicit or explicit—of (see main story).
In no way do Cypress and Sun have
getting ait from the supplier roster is a
powerful motivating force in whipping the kind of arm's-length relationship
once typical of supplier and vendor in
a service operation into shape, says
the semiconductor industry. Besides satDataquest's Haney. It makes good busiisfying avalued customer, the new intiness sense from the supplier's side, too,
he notes, since it takes several years for macy can make life easier for the supplier, Rodgers says. Where once "you
a customer to book enough orders to
had to build an 11-ns part to meet a15pay off for asupplier. Clearly, longevity
in avendor-buyer relationship is acritins spec," he says, aclose relationship,
with the precise communication of
cal part of the equation.
needs this implies, eliminates the unWhat's more, suppliers should make
necessary margin—to both companies'
it their business to provide topnotch serbenefit—Jonah McLeod
vice from the very outset, says consultant Feigenbaum. His data shows that
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fully 30% of buyers will remain dissatisfied with asupplier even if the supplier
fixes the service problems they have
cited. "The essence of running abusiness is the satisfaction of the customer,
and the customer's primary satisfaction
is the value that he receives the first
time," Feigenbaum says. "Service is a
very important ingredient of that."
Part of buying products is planning
for future needs and making sure of a
steady supply. Intergraph, for example,
keeps its major suppliers informed
about future requirements through technology and business-exchange meetings with top management. The competitive advantage for asupplier comes
from knowing what the demand will be
for the next product generation and
then turning out that product in atimely manner, says Bill Burns, procurement
manager for FIP's Boise, Idaho, Printer
Division. "Part of customer satisfaction is
supplying the product the customer
needs," he says.
Stability of supply is crucial,
Dataquest's Haney points out. "[Customers] want tenure of aplatform such
as microprocessors, in which they could
expect to make investments in software
and application development that they
could spread over a long period of
time," he says.
They want tenure of needed pans,

too, and without that, profits can erode.
Take the experience of one New England supplier of board-level subsystems.
The company found this out when it
encountered recession-related difficulties in getting the parts it needed. In an
economy move, alongtime supplier of
16-bit digital-to-analog converters opted
to discontinue production and asked
the board maker to estimate its DAC
needs well into the friture. The board
maker ordered what should have been
ayear's supply, then experienced asudden doubling in bookings for the three
boards in which the DACs were used.
As inventory dwindled, the board
maker turned to an alternate source of
supply, but the second supplier then revealed it had lost the recipe for the
DACs and couldn't ship parts for at least
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The CMOS Compatible Centigrids
•Driven directly from CMOS logic
•No amplification or buffering needed
•Fewer components/connections = greater reliability
•Both latching & non-latching versions available

That's right. These little relays

short pulse of power sets the relay,

are truly CMOS compatible. You

front. Fewer components and

can drive them directly with

connections mean increased relia-

CMOS level signals. No outside

bility. Simpler board layout, too.

amplification at all. An integral

Add to that the rugged construction

power FET driver gives you all the

where power is at apremium.

and proven contact reliability that

amplification you need. A large

The versatile CMOS compatible

have made Centigrid abyword in

Zener diode protects the FET gate

Centigrid. It is available in general

the industry, and you have asure

input. And all this plus aDPDT

purpose (116C) sensitive (136C)

winner. One that's QPL approved

relay and coil suppression diode

and Maglatch (122C). Call or

to MIL-R-28776/7 and 8. One

are packed into atiny Centigrid can.

write for complete information.

thing more. One version of this

ir TELEDYNE RELAYS

You can see the advantages up

little beauty is also aMaglatch. A

and it stays that way until it is reset.
No holding power is required.
That makes it ideal for applications

Innovations in Switching Technology

ibledyne Relays, 12525 Daphne Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250. 213-777-0077, FAX: 213-779-9161.
European Headquarters: W Germany: Abraham Lincoln Suasse 38-42, 6200 Wiesbaden •Belgium: 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe, 1170 Brussels •U.K.: The Harlequin Centre,
Southall Lane, Southall, Middlesex, UB2 5NH •Japan: Tajkoh No. 3Building, 2-10-7 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo 150 •France: 85-87 Rue Anatole-France, 92300 Levallois-Perret.
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ly narrow market windows.
two months. The board
To
do business with us, supmaker faced two equally unpliers have to be on time
palatable choices: hold up its
Tops in satisfying PC buyers...
with the technology. We
own shipments or find yet
stock at low inventory levels,
AST
CompuAdd
another alternative DAC that
Everex
Hewlett-Packard
so they have to be there.
wasn't pin-compatible with
IBM
Dell
Along with cost, delivery is a
the original components.
Apple
Tandy
critical issue."
"That would have meant
...and the top customer concerns
However, Bums agrees
we'd have to redesign asixValue
for
price
with
Dataquest's Haney that
or eight-layer board, cutting
Quality
a preoccupation with prodinto our profits on these
Commitment to the customer
uct turnaround time is not by
products," asenior manager
itself sufficient to differentiate
SOURCE: DATAQUEST INC.
for the board maker says, exa supplier in the marketplaining why the company
place. Turnaround time must
decided instead to delay its
er. The devices were improperly pro- be combined with delivering the precise
own shipments.
Intergraph, meanwhile, has experi- grammed, and intermittently, some product the customer wants, Bums says.
In recent years, time to market has
enced some problems with suppliers in parts on the reels weren't programmed
the Pacific Rim, shedding some light on at all. HP engineers had to reprogram all become a kind of competitive watchword in the industry. Turn out more
the Dataquest semiconductor survey's the parts themselves.
and more products, faster and faster,
Feigenbaum,
for
one,
cautions
finding that Japanese vendors do not
seem to rank as high as their U.S. coun- against pinning apoor-service label on make the market window when it
terparts in customer satisfaction. At In- Japanese or European companies based
tergraph, one big problem was ahighly on a few bad experiences here and
there. After all, Japanese electronics prounreliable disk drive from Japan. Also,
the company had quality problems with ducers are among the most powerful in
molded plastic parts from Taiwan, the world—they must be doing something right. "It is dangerous to generalmainland China, and Hong Kong.
"It's difficult to get parts from these ize," Feigenbaum says, "because quality
places that exactly match our drawings and service don't travel under exclusive
opens, and you'll be guaranteed sucand specs," Sweet says. "I lay the blame national passports."
cess. But the single-minded pursuit of
For
its
part,
Hewlett-Packard's
Boise
largely on communication problems.
We anticipated problems, but not to the operation rates suppliers on five differ- product innovation can be self-defeatextent we have experienced. We have ent criteria: technology, quality, respon- ing, Haney believes.
"Time to market is very appealing to
to save abig sum of money to make it siveness, delivery, and cost. 'We want
to focus on suppliers that can give clients, but it also creates its own proball worthwhile."
HP has also experienced service Hewlett-Packard a competitive advan- lems," he says. "The ability to proliferate
products at such aheavy clip brings a
problems with Asian suppliers but late- tage," says Bums.
degree
of instability to the marketplace
Confirming
the
findings
of
the
ly has seen some improvements, according to Bums. Recently, he says, a Dataquest semiconductor survey, cost is that is very attractive from the technology point of view. But from the profJapanese supplier of crystal compo- amajor consideration. "All [five criteria]
nents responded with astounding are equally important," Bums says, "but itability point of view, it can wreak
alacrity to a problem. "Their compo- cost is more equal than the others." The havoc—for the semiconductor supplier
as well as his customer, say the personreason? The division's own customers,
nents were failing in the factory, and we
went to see them in Japan and made a says Bums. "In our business, customers al computer vendors. Ifeel that if you
technical contact. They had a person are demanding more and more product pursue production engineering and deback here in the factory within 36 hours features all the time, at less cost," he sign engineering for better and better
and we were able to resolve the prob- says. "So we're demanding the same price/performance and that is your
main differentiation, sooner or later
lem in acouple of days. It was an abso- thing of our suppliers."
Bums also confirms that quality of you're going to be in trouble."
lutely exceptional effort on their part.
Haney is not advocating ahalt to inincoming semiconductor products has
Very refreshing."
HP's experience with a European become a given and is therefore no vestment in technology development,
but rather a reallocation of resources.
vendor of a programmable-array logic longer amajor come for chip buyers.
"In allocating resources," he says, "there
But
technology
for
HP
is
still
a
major
device was far from refreshing, howevshould be ahigher set of expectations
factor in getting a competitive edge.
And that puts aburden on the compa- on the marketing side as opposed to the
development side. So if you believe the
ny's suppliers.
'We have quite a bit of product user has the answers for you in his
turnaround," Bums points out. "Our shop, then you shift some of the money
product-introduction cycle time is get- you use to differentiate in the lab out to
ting shorter and shorter. To do that re- the market, and find out what the marquires product availability in increasing- ket is doing." LI
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Extending the life and
performance of your hardware
investment is our business.
We have worked hard over the years
developing memory products that
provide our customers with unparalleled
performance and increased productivity
at areasonable cost. Our commitment
to new technologies and on-going
product support have made Clearpoint
the leading supplier of workstation
memory.

The Broadest Product Line
For DEC
Award-winning memory for MicroVAX/
VAXstation 3xxx, 2xxx, and II. Check
out our DECstation memory line, too!
For SUN
Reliable, cost-effective memory for all
Sun workstations, including Sun
SPARCstation series; power-up with
4/65, 4/75, 4/330, 4/370, and 4/390
memory.

For HP/APOLLO
Supporting the first HP/Apollo venture
with memory for the HP 9000 Series 400...
ask about Series 300 memory as well.
Apollo users —get ultimate performance
from your Domain 3xxx and 4xxx!

Clearpoint introduces the Data
General line of memory products.
Call for details.

For COMPAQ
For Compaq Systempro and the Deskpro
386/xx, 486/33, and 286e... 100%
compatible memory and expansion boards.

All Clearpoint memory products are
guaranteed for life, and supported by a
24-hour repair/replacement policy and
round-the-clock technical hotline.

For APPLE
Clearpoint memory modules for the entire
Macintosh family of products, including
the Hsi, LC, Classic, Mac Portable, and
the LaserWriter NTX.

Call or write and we'll send
information:

For IBM
Upgrading to RS/6000? Clearpoint has a
memory solution for you. Or, exceed PS/2
CPU memory limits with Micro Channelcompatible memory. Clearpoint also
delivers the cost-effective solution for PS/2
Models 50 —80. And we support the RT
PC, too.

NEW! For DATA GENERAL

The Clearpoint Difference

um Catalog for Memory and
Storage Products
•Designer's Guide
to Add-in Memory
• Specific product
information

eel

• the Clearpoint Sales
office nearest you —worldwide!

Clearpoint Research Corporation • 35 Parkwood Drive • Hopkinton, MA 01748

Clearpoint Memory for Optimal
Workstation Performance

Clearpoint is aregistered trademark of Clearpoint Research Corporation. AU other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective

Call 1-800-253-2778
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The New SpectraScan SpectraRadiometer' Brings Near
Real-Time Testing To The Production Line. Now you can
perform precise spectroradiometric measurements in near
real-time in production test and inspection environments.
•Determine the spectral and photometric/colorimetric

HEAD

FOR THE
FUTURE.

output of displays.
•Test automotive panels and displays for correctness and
uniformity of color.
•Make accurate measurements of reflectance/transmittance, source color temperatures and flash lamp spectra.
And that's just the beginning!
The SpectraScan's new system software is easy to use, requires minimal training,
and allows maximum system flexibility The software's six basic functions make it
simple to define hardware and software measurement parameters. Our optional
SpectraView' Software package includes all the capabilities of the standard software
plus such added capabilities as CIE LUV/LAB calculations, reflectance/transmittance
measurements, user-defined ("Hot") function keys, and more.
The SpectraScan SpectraRadiometer is truly a"Head for the future." It is fully
compatible with your PC or equivalent computer, with avariety of new features
including optional dual apertures, pressurized detector chamber, expanded spectral
range, and awide variety of objective lenses.
Call or write today to find out how you can head for the future with near
real-time spectroradiometry.

PHOTO RESEARCH'

Circle 217-Please have salesman call

The Light Measurement People'

Circle 218-please send literature

Division of icol..z.moitom
9330 DeSoto Avenue, P.O. Box 2192, Chatsworth, CA 91313-2192 USA
(818) 341-5151 FAX: (818) 341-7070 TLX: 69-1427 Cable: SPECTRA
International Sales Representatives: AUSTRALIA COHERENT SCIENTIFIC Ph: (08) 271-4755 CANADA OPTIKON CORPORATION
Ph: (519) 885-2551 FRANCE INSTRUMAT SA. Pk (I) 69-28-27-34 HOLLAND INTECF1M1J B.V. Ph: (20) 56-96-611 INDIA PHOTONICS
INTERNATIONAL Ph: (91) 322350 ISRAEL ANKOR Ph: (03) 571-3305 ITALY PHOTO SYSTEMS SAS Ph: (02) 95321363 or (02) 95321366
JAPAN KYOKKO TRADING COMPANY Ph: (03) 586-5251 SPAIN INSTRUMATIC ESPANOLA SA Ph: (91) 555-8112 SWEDEN SAVEN AB
Ph: (8) 79-21-100 SWITZERLAND MAC TECH SA Ph: (21) 28-91-77 ILK. MICRON TECHNIQUES LTD. Ph: (02) 02-841261
WEST GERMANY OPTEEMA ENGINEERING GmbH Ph: (49) 212-67-352
All trademarks are property of Kollmorgen.

JAPANESE BROADEN WEDGE
IN DISK-DRIVE MARKET
THE ADVE\T OF LAPTOPS MAKES IT AWHOLE NEW BALL GAME;
CAN THE U.S. STAY ON TOP? BY JONAH AfcLEOD

I

Japanese manufacturers. While some
hard-drive product much more narrowt's been a bastion of U.S. competitiveness, but today the disk-drive inAmerican drive makers are successfully
ly than larger forrn factors did. "A 2.5-in.
dustry is under siege. If ever Amencompeting for laptop and notebook acdrive has fewer parts and lends itself to
- can suppliers were vulnerable to a counts, both Japanese and American,
mass production more than other, largmajor attack by the Japanese, it is now.
industry observers believe this new PC
er drives,''I3akar says. Besides miniaturThe dawning of the age of laptops offers
arena gives Japanese disk-drive suppliization, the main demand is for strict
an advantage to manufacturers that can
ers their best shot yet at eating into U.S.
power management—and that's anothbuild miniature drives in high volume at
market share. Japanese compaer Japanese strength.
low cost—namely, the Japanese. So it
nies are already beginning to inStill, U.S. vendors are by no
looks like another scuffle, and another
crease their share worldwide of the
means out of the fray. One historical exshuffling of fortunes, in this fiercely comsmall drive segment, says Phil Devin,
ample is instructive in demonstrating
petitive industry, which boasts annual
industry analyst at Dataquest Inc., the
the agility American companies have
sales of $25.7 billion internationally.
San Jose, Calif., market research outfit.
shown in meeting technical and marU.S. drive makers have maintained a
In the traditional 5.25-ia business—
keting challenges: JVC (Victor Company
lock hold on the market by simply outthe drives used in standard desktop
of Japan) in Tokyo fielded alow-power
performing their Japanese rivals—
machines—they never garnered more
3.5-in, drive in early 1986, well before
they've been quicker to market and
than a 10% share, Devin says. But
Conner Peripherals Inc., the fast-growquicker building quality products in
Japanese share of the 3.5-in, market hit
ing San Jose company that today leads
high volume. They also have an inside
18% in 1990. And they are getting
the 3.5-in. industry with 20% market
track with U.S. computer makers. But
downright aggressive in the newer
share. Bur Conner ultimately came out
the never-ending skirmish for market
market for 2.5-in. drives. Already, says
on top; JVC's share today is just 1.4%.
share has forced U.S. suppliers to trim
Devin, "there are eight major Japanese
The moral: the winner in the drive
margins to the bone so that only the
producers of under-3.5-in. hard-disk
business isn't necessarily the first out the
most efficient can remain profitable.
drives." That's because the preeminent
door with a product. Rather, it's the
"The result is fallout and consolidamakers of laptops are Japanese, says
company able to mass produce the lattion," says Todd Bakar, market analyst
Bakar of Hambrecht & Quist, and
est technology ahead of everyone else,
at Hambrecht & Quist Inc. in San Fran"Japanese [manufacturers] tend to buy
says Garry Garrettson, vice president of
cisco. "No longer are there tens of small,
Japanese products."
product planning at Seagate Technolomedium, and large OEM drive manuThe smaller form factor defines the
gy of Scotts Valley, Calif., the giant of
facturers. Now there are only six or
OEM drive manufacturers. So far, that
seven major companies." Japanese
has been U.S. firms.
drive makers are the beneficiaries of
Nowhere is the competitive nathis trend, since they have the
ture of this industry fiercer than in
funds to stay in the market while
the 3.5-in. arena. In recent
(Revenues, $ millions)
competition takes U.S. compamonths, a price war in 401. Seagate $2,411
\
6. Maxtor
$412
nies out. What's more, the
Mbyte units between Seagate
2. Fujitsu
823
382
7. Quantum
Japanese are starting to take adand Western Digital Corp. of
3. Conner
702
8. NEC
365
4. Hitachi
608
vantage of the shrinking U.S.
9. Micropolis
302
Irvine, Calif., has all but edged
5. Miniscribe*
469
10. Western
supplier base by forging partMaxtor Corp. of San Jose out
Digital
267
nerships to manufacture prodof the market, says analyst
*Miniscribe has been acquired by Maxtor Corp.
ucts for U.S. companies unable or
Devin. In March of last year,
SOURCE: DISK/TREND INC.,
unwilling to build new capacity.
Maxtor purchased the bankrupt
1990 DISK/TREND REPORT
But the biggest question mark is
Miniscribe Corp. of Longmont, Colo.,
laptop personal computers, ahighwhich recently ranked second to
growth segment dominated by
U.S. companies dominate, but their Japanese
Seagate in 3.5-in. drive shipments.
competitors may have an edge in 3.5-in, units.
Maxtor tried to compete with its
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of Longmont, Colo., introduced 2.5-in. Japanese drive manufacturers into their
Model 8051A, the Miniscribe 40-Mbyte
R&D labs to divulge new product plans.
drives in late 1988—but it got into prohalf-high drive, but then took the chive
After
all, the Japanese disk-drive firms
duction
faster.
As
a
result,
Conner
surout of production, due to the stiff comare divisions of larger, vertically integratpassed Prarietek and others to zoom
petition from Seagate and Western Diged companies that compete with these
into acommanding position in this marital along with the difficulties it encounsame U.S. computer vendors in laptops.
ket: 74% in 1990, according to Devin.
tered in reconstructing Miniscribe,
Their "in" with computer makers is,
Even
a
giant
like
Seagate,
which
enwhich Devin says had shut down protherefore, abig plus for American drive
duction altogether. Today, Maxtor has a joyed revenues of more than $2.6 bilmakers—assuming, of course, that the
lion last year, can be an agile competimere 6% of the market, with 20% going
U.S. computer industry remains strong
tor.
After
acquiring
Minneapolis-based
to Conner, 15% to Seagate, 14% to IBM
in laptops. Right now U.S. vendors are
Imprimis
Technology
Inc.
from
parent
Corp., 100/0 to Western Digital, and 8%
unleashing aslew of products, and the
Control Data Corp. in the fall of 1989,
to Japan's NEC Corp.
drive makers are reaping the rewards.
Seagate, which had no credible 3.5-in.
But Maxtor should not be counted
For example, Conner's latest coup is
offering,
quickly
moved
to
integrate
the
out too quickly. The hot competition in
winning the OEM contract to secondImprimis 3.5- and 8-in, products with its
the drive market has infused U.S. cornsource the 60-Mbyte 2.5-in, drive for the
own 5.25-in. line.
petitors with a remarkable resilience.
IBM L40SX laptop portable.
No better example exists than MiIn addition, Conner, Maxtor,
cropolis Corp. "We were strapped
and Quantum Corp. of San
for cash and battered by massive
Jose are vying for a lucrative
price erosion in our major prodOEM
contract at Apple Comucts in 1988," says Chet Baffa,
puter
Inc.
in Cupertino, Calif.,
senior vice president of marketsays Jack McLaughlin, publisher
ing and sales at the Chatsworth,
of Rumors and Raw Data, a
Calif., firm.
weekly
newsletter on the com"We closed out the lower-caputer-storage industry.
pacity products and put all our enDespite any Japanese tendency
ergy into developing a760-Mbyte and a
to use Japanese suppliers, indepen1-Gbyte 5.25-in, drive," he recalls. "We
dent disk-drive companies may have
turned profitable in the second quarter
as good a shot as anyone with
of 1990 and have not looked back."
Japanese laptop manufacturers. That
Today, the company has 30% of both
has been demonstrated by Conner's
those target 5.25-in. markets.
design wins with the Toshiba Corp.
Indeed, the plucky, never-say-die
laptop family. Conner won the busiquality of U.S. suppliers is akeystone of
ness even though Toshiba has its own
the American industry. "The highly
competitive disk-drive operation.
competitive nature of the disk-drive
The Japanese are mindful of the
business has made U.S. compastrengths of U.S. companies. One way
nies more innovative and
they have managed to acquire asizaggressive," says Bill
able position in the hard-drive
Schroeder, vice chairman at
Conner Peripherals. "Compla- History shows that even entrenched U.S. companies can market is by partnerships, like
that between Matsushita Kotobe agile competitors with next-generation drives.
cency has not crept into the top
buki Electric Ltd. (MKE) in
management."
Takamatsu
City, Japan, and Quantum.
Moving
from
a
position
fully
a
year
beA case in point is Conner itself. This
MICE, the world's largest manufacturer
four-year-old company, something of a hind the mainstream in 3.5-in drives,
of video cassette recorders, joined its
"today we are only six months behind,"
Silicon Valley wunderkind, "illustrates
manufacturing machine with Quansays
Garrettson.
"We
have
used
Imhow an agile company can create a
primis drive technology to achieve tum's rapid design innovation and marmarket that heretofore did not exist,"
keting prowess, resulting in aseries of
higher areal density at alower price."
says Russ Krapf, president and chief ophighly successful products, including all
Conner's Schroeder says that the
erating officer of Censtor Corp. in San
of Quantum's lower-capacity 3.5-in.
disk-chive
industry
cannot
achieve
sucJose and president of the International
drives. Other Japanese firms coming
cess simply by leapfrogging the compeDisk Equipment and Materials Associainto the market by way of partnerships
tition with the next higher-capacity
tion in that city. "The company innovatinclude Alps Electric Co. in Tokyo, abig
product. Rather, the nature of the busied very low-power 3.5-in. drives standplayer
in the floppy-drive market, and
ness
requires
having
the
"right"
nexting just 1-in. high and created awhole
generation product. "To determine JVC. "In 1990, Alps signed acontract to
new product category out of this existproduce the 2.5-in. Prarietek drive," says
what that product is going to be means
ing market."
James
Porter, president of Disk/Trend
you
need
to
be
close
to
the
computer
As abillion-dollar company aiming
Inc.,
the
Mountain View, Calif., research
makers
as
they
are
planning
their
nextat 2.5-in. drives, Conner remains as nimhouse. JVC has a similar arrangement
generation systems," he says.
ble as it was in its startup days. As with
with Rodime plc of Glenrothes, ScotSchroeder is confident U.S. computthe 3.5-in. units, Conner wasn't the first
land, says Dataquest's Devin.
er
companies
won't
start
inviting
major
in the market—startup Prarietek Corp.
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har•pak' Connector Systems

A vision
becomes reality

As aworld leader in the DIN 4161 2connector market,
HARTING has been instrumental in the setting of connector standards.
Once again HARTING innovation and support are to be
seen in the development and standardisation of ahigh
density, multi pin, hard metric connector system.
The introduction of har•pak® makes available afuturistic, internationally standardised (IEC) metric connector
system.
The totally three dimensional modular design of the
har•pak® system has turned avision into reality providing
the user with new potentials for computer aided designs.
The system meets existing international standards specifying physical, mechanical and electrical requirements.
This state of the art concept can be utilised in awide range
of high technology applications such as telecommunications and factory automation.
Connectors from HARTING — the quality connection

a HARTING

HARTING ELEKTRONIK GmbH •P.O. Box 1140 •W-4992 Espelkamp
Germany 'Telephone 05772/47-0 •Fax 05772/47-462
Telex 972310-14 he d
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Your business is safe with us.

Small business is just as serious as 4 business. That's why, since developing
the first data cartridge, we've continued to offer virtually every size and
format data cartridge you'll need to help protect your business data—from
20 megabytes to L35 gigabytes.
No wonder more business protects important information on
3M brand diskettes and data cartridges than any other brand in the
world. Ca111-800-888-1889 ext.8 to find out more.

Innovation working for you es require acompatible drive. ©3M 1991.

3M

099

Worldwide Sponsor 1992 Olympic Games
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CHIP MAKERS SEE MARKET
EXPLODING IN HARD DISKS
IN THE AGE OF LAPTOPS, SHRINKING DISK DRIVES DM \D
MORE ELECTRONICS IN LESS SPACE BY LAWRENCE CURRAN

T

To make disk drives
disk drives at Hitachi
smaller requires greater in- SEMICONDUCTORS America Ltd.'s Semicontegration of the electronics, which in
ductor and IC Division in Brisbane,
today's units include analog compoCnlif., says bipolar ICs can be used for
some of the four read/write functions.
nents consuming several square inches
But amixed-signal CMOS device is dicof board real estate. Chip vendors are
pursuing two integration strategies:
tated "because customers want asingle
chip, which has to talk to a[micioconcombining analog and digital functions
troller] bus and deal with motor drives,
on one mixed-signal chip and using
the read/write channel, [and other comdigital signal processing to replace anaponents that] are analog," he says.
log components.
To add storage capacity while also
Most chip-house managers say going
shrinking drives into the newer 2.5- and
from 15 to five ICs is an interim step toward a one-chip solution. At Analog
1.8-in. forrn factors makes for big inteDevices Inc. in Norwood, Mass., diskgration demands. A typical 3.5-in. 40drive marketing manager Ron Içroesen
Mbyte drive today uses about 15 ICs,
believes the industry is six to nine
says National's John Schabowsld, marketing director for the mass-storage
months from having atrue single-chip
business group. "But customers want a read-channel solution. Getting that onechip read channel is essential to reachfive-chip solution. Because there are
[many] analog interfaces in adrive, you
ing the five-chip level for the overall
drive electronics, he says.
can get to that lower chip count only
with amixed-signal IC."
"A drive manufacturer can build a
National's latest
drive with five of our chips today, and
we're on our way to three- and twobid is probably the
most highly intechip solutions," says Rick Goemer, segrated IC for the
nior vice president for business opera14
read/write channel
tions at Silicon Systems Inc. in Tustin,
Calif., the leading IC supplier to drive
yet available. Intromanufacturers in terms of revenue. Also
duced in April, the
promising two-chip solutions soon are
DP8491 is the first to
10
Hitachi America, Exar Corp. of San Jose,
incorporate four
$9
previously indepenand Cheny Semiconductor Corp. in East
Greenwich, R.I.
dent analog and dig8
Another element that has defied inteital read-channel
gration is the read/write channel, which
functions into one
6
reads data to and from the disk. The
mixed-signal device,
channel's filters are made up of inducTietz says. The
4
CMOS IC runs off a tors, capacitors, and resistors—all discrete components. But anew digital filsingle 5-V supply—a
2
ter from International Microelectronic
requirement in bat$1.6
Products Inc. in San Jose squeezes in 64
tery-driven laptop
o
such components to save several square
and notebook PCs.
1990
1994
SOURCE: DATAQUEST INC.
Dave Karlak,
inches of board space, says Steve Dollens, director of product development at
product marketing
The value of chips in hard-disk drives 5.25-in, and
manager for hardIMP (see p. 24). LI
smaller represents a billion-dollar market.

he advent of ever smaller laptop
and notebook computers has
spawned a growing market for
MIR 3.5-in, and smaller hard-disk
drives—and aconcomitant scramble for
market share among suppliers (see p.
59). It's also creating a niche for semiconductor houses eager to furnish a
range of integrated circuits that control
drive operation and move data on and
off the disk surface.
At stake for chip makers is abilliondollar market. Sales of disk drives 5.25in. and smaller will hit $12.4 billion in
1994, from $9 billion last year, says research house Dataquest Inc. in San Jose,
Calif., and the value of the semiconductors in those drives will jump from $1
billion to $1.6 billion. "A billion-dollar
market is difficult to ignore," says Gary
Tietz, director of the mass-storage business group at National Semiconductor
Corp. in Santa Clara, Calif.

SEMICONDUCTOR CONTENT
OF DISK DRIVES
$12.4
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An open letter of thanks to Charlie Sporck

On the eve of your retirement as President and CEO of National Semiconductor Corporation, we
wanted to let you know how much we appreciate everything you've done for us, for this industry
and for this nation.
Since 1986, electronics has been the largest industry in the U.S., employing nearly 3million people
building over $295 billion worth of products annually, almost all of them based on semiconductor
technology. Obviously, this industry is of great strategic importance to the economic and political
security of this country.
Charlie, you have spurred us to action by reminding us that product innovation alone will not suffice;
that design plus manufacturing are the keys to America's industrial strength.
You have lived this message as one of the genuine pioneers of Silicon Valley. First as Production
Manager and later General Manager of Fairchild Semiconductor. Then as President and CEO of
National Semiconductor. As afounder of the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), developing
public policy solutions to international trade and business issues. As the catalyst between industry
leaders and government policy makers in SEMATECH, the first consortium to advance American
manufacturing technology And as afounder of the National Advisory Committee on Semiconductors.
You once said, "This country is full of starters. But there are damn few finishers. That's what it's all
about: getting good at finishing."
You've set the standard, Charlie. There isn't anyone in this industry—anyone in this country—who
hasn't benefited from your vision, your strength, your determination, and your steadfast leadership for
more than three decades.
Thanks, Charlie. It's been an honor to have worked along.side you.
Yourfriends and colleagues in the SIA,
WJ. Sanders, III
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ISDN: THIS TI E
IT'S FOR REAL
bOW-RISK, FEATURE-RICH, STA\ DARDIZED—
.'\D IT'S HERE BY JACK SWINDLE

11

n about six months, the much-maligned integrated services digital network will emerge again, this time
MI with aradically new look. The telephone network of the future will abanion its switch-specific, multiple-persondity life and adopt asingle, nationwide
;pecification. kwill also be salable. That
s, virtually all of the Bell operating companies will actually have ISDN tariffs—
iomething for customers to buy.
At first, tariffs for ISDN's 64-Kbit/s
Basic Rate Interface service will pre-

dominate. But eventually 1.5-Mbit/s Fria
''a'L'cu''y'
Rate Interface tariffs for business
users will become more widespread.
ISDN will be low-risk and feature-rich,
because after a decade of bickering
over whose proprietary flavor of ISDN
would win, the switch makers, phone
companies, and potential users are all
on the same northbound train.
Those are the promises. But if mass
deployment is really in ISDN's future,
its advocates have to sell the software
developers, hardware suppliers, sysELECTRONICS •MAY 1991
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tenis integrators, and value-added resellers—in short, the computer industry—on the idea that applications will
drive adoption of the service and that
money is to be made in ISDN.
The ISDN community took an important step in that direction on Feb. 26
by announcing astandard COMMUNICATIONS
set of technical specifications called National ISDN 1. The supplias of ISDN
switches have promised to deliver software that implements these specs on
their switches by the fourth quarter of
this year. The major suppliers of software for customer-premises equipment
will follow suit, also in the fourth quarter. Only then can National ISDN 1conformance testing by the phone companies, Bellcore, and—significantly—the
Corporation for Open Systems begin.
The target date for the beginning of
ISDN's mass deployment of Basic Rate
services is late in 1992.
Clearing a circuit-switched path to
the end user has long been the bane of
ISDN. National ISDN 1solves most of
those problems. Chief among them was
the incompatibility of phone company

central-office switches offered by AT&T,
Northern Telecom, and Siemens. National ISDN 1 resolves this issue for a
broad range of functions.
"National ISDN 1is essentially acontract between the switch vendors and
the Bell operating companies," says
Steve Jones, director of business-services product marketing for Northern
Telecom Corp.'s Integrated Network
Systems Division in Research Triangle
Park, N.C. "The switch vendors are
promising to deliver astandard and the
operating companies are pledging mass
deployment." To assure third-party suppliers that the market is not fraught with
risk, the ISDN community will "not fiddle with the protocols from this time forward," says Jones. Subsequent versions
of National ISDN, he says "will add but
not subtract." Among the coming enhancements will be 7-1(Hz voice-transmission technology and features further
defining the 1.5-Mbit/s Primaiy Rate Interface. On that front, the ISDN community has been considering late 1993 for a
second round of functionality. But this is
for planning purposes only, says Jones.
"We need market feedback on ISDN 1."
In the meantime, phone companies
are well into the process of renovating
their business infrastructures to provide
operation and support for ISDN. As a
technology, it requires new line cards,
and to facilitate the process of equipment switch-over, Northern Telecom is
offering ISDN line cards free of charge
to the phone companies. ISDN's new
functionalities have also meant extensive revamping of billing systems and
other support operations such as service-personnel training by the local carriers. Nitty-gritty issues such as billing
have been a serious growth inhibitor.
Early ISDN users tell stories of bills that
were prepared by hand, three months
late and full of errors. The very fact that
the BOCs feel safe enough to file tariffs
means they are confident their business
infrastructure can handle the new load.
Conformance testing and certification of ISDN products now has a finn
foundation. When the Corporation for
Open Systems (COS) in McLean, Va.,
organized its ISDN Executive Council in
July 1990, the fragmented and sometimes fractious ISDN community finally
signaled awillingness to work together
toward acommon goal.
Bellcore, the research aim of the
seven Regional Bell Operating Companies, will he the repository for National

ISDN DOES IT BETTER
Banking

Credit authorizations
Balance reconciliation
Credit checking
Disaster prevention/backup

Education

Satellite campus
Security
Campus 911
Remote tutoring

Securities

Reconciliation
Training
Remote transactions
Portfolio management

Medical

X-ray consultations
Expert physician conferencing
Outpatient clinic support
Record retrieval

Insurance

Agent support
Electronic data interchange
New product distribution

Manufacturing

Repair center support
Customer record lookup
CAD/CAM file sharing
Inventory control

Professional
Services

Image management
Customer record lookup
Call management
Presentations

Retail

Advertisement proofing
Customer service
Inventory control
Customer account access

Nynex has identified more than 300 business applications, mostly in
data, that are ripe for exploitation by ISDN.
ISDN l's specifications. COS, which has
its roots in computer and data communications technologies, has joined Bellcore and the RBOCs in providing conformance testing. It also distributes test
suites developed to help suppliers test
for standards conformance.
DGM&S Inc., the leading third-party
vendor of ISDN development software,
has endorsed National ISDN 1and expects to have compliant software ready
by the end of the year, says Jonathan
Geisler, vice president of marketing for
the Mt. Laurel, NJ., firm. "AT&T will
have its first release [of switch software]
by the end of 1991," he says, "and we
have been working closely with their
lead as well as Northern Telecom's."
Once the switch and third-party development software is available, applications developers can go full steam
ahead on implementing National ISDN
1versions in their hardware and put it
in the conformance-testing loop. Larger
companies need not wait for the thirdparty vendors. IBM Corp., for one, will
be ready with a PS/2 coprocessor and
software package next month, says
Mary Patterson, director of ISDN systems at the Armonk, N.Y., company.
Apple Computer Inc. is focusing its resources on building an ISDN tool box
for applications on the Macintosh, and
Toshiba Corp. is building an ISDN facsimile machine, to naine two others.
National ISDN 1is being cast for a
starring role in the Baby Bells' scenario
for the next half century. Its longevity
will depend on its ability to boost its
data bandwidth and features, says
Richard Aloia, assistant vice president
ELEIRONICS •MAY 1991
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for Bellcore's Network Access Division
in Red Bank, NJ. "ISDN is the beginning of a multiservice pipe," he says.
"Although it has a fairly narrow bandwidth now, it will follow agraceful evolution by enhancing technologies such
as SMDS [a 1.5-Mbit/s service with a
clear evolutionary path to 45 Mbits/s1,
frame relay, and broadband ISDN."
Although ISDN's most widely publicized roadblock had been the incompatibility of switches, other impediments can be traced directly to business
strategies. Most Bell operating companies have been offering only ISDN Basic
Rate Interface service. Moreover, this
service is generally linked by tariff to the
phone company's Centrex offering. This
strategy brings in more revenue for the
phone companies than the 1.5-Mbit/s
ISDN Primary Rate Interface service, but
it made customers familiar with the cost
savings of current high-bandwidth Ti
leased-line services unhappy. "Instead
of using dumb Ti, they want to have a
smart primary-rate interface," says Mike
Albers, director of system engineering at
Fujitsu Business Communications Systems Inc.. Phoenix, Ariz.
User dissatisfaction with a Centrex
offering and the momentum of National ISDN 1are forcing the BOCs to offer
a primary-rate tariff, and that is good
news for manufacturers of private
branch exchanges with ISDN-capable
products, such as Fujitsu. Bell Atlantic,
for example, offered Centrex-basecl tariffs in the second quarter of this year
and will follow with aPrimary Rate Interface tariff in the fourth quarter, says
John Seazhokz, vice president of tech-

PENTON CONTINUES
COMMITMENT TO
RECYCLING
.
1geigneefeiene.'"

Penton Publishing's Camera
Department started recycling chemicals from film wastewater 25 years ago...
long before the ecologically-smart idea was widely recognized.
For almost as many years, the Penton Press Division has been
recycling scrap paper, obsolete inventory, and printing press waste
materials. In 1991, Penton Press will recycle some 5500 tons of
paper, 9 tons of aluminum plates, and 3 tons of scrap film negatives. Furthermore, the Press Division has invested $500,000 in air
pollution control equipment.
Company-wide, the recycling spirit has spread from Cleveland headquarters to offices throughout the country. Penton employees are
enthusiastic participants in expanding programs to re-use paper,
aluminum cans, and other waste materials.
Penton Publishing believes these practices make a significant quality-of-life difference for people today... and will help create a safer,
healthier environment for generations to come.
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cation, users will be able to dial from
nology and information services.
the keyboard and listen from aheadset
By contrast, Fujitsu was ready for the
that plugs into the card.
phone companies two years ago. Its
Geisler of DGM&S sees astrong link
F9600 PBX had aprimary-rate interface
between ISDN and multimedia. "The
compatible with Northern Telecom's
Bell operating companies are going to
DMS 250 switch when it was introduced
tariff new types of functions based on
in 1989, says Albers. It added aprimaryA 'though attractive from the busi- rate interface for AT&T Co.'s 4FSS in multimedia," he predicts. To capitalize
on that market, DGM&S is marketing a
Aness angle, the multitude of October 1990 and will add abasic-rate
development-system board and softinterface in June 1991. 'We think we
new applications that ISDN seems likeware that will handle awide range of
ly to spawn is sure to create headaches will come in second in the ISDN market
behind AT&T's Definity PBXs," says Alfunctions including Group 3and Group
for vice presidents of engineering in
4facsimile, modem emulation, and stillbers. "National ISDN 1 means we are
hardware companies. Minimizing the
image video compression.
now
all
on
the
same
northbound
train."
time and money spent in making the
The modem-emulation function eleSwitch vendors are well aware that
transition to new product lines is a
gantly lets ISDN users communicate
simply starting the train will not get
daunting task when the application has
with modem users. It recognizes the fact
ISDN rolling at top speed. Applications
not yet been imagined.
that there will be a gradual displacewill drive the market, and the key innoLuckily, afew chip makers are trying
ment of modem technology and that in
to ease the pain with a new breed of vations will probably come from small
the meantime ISDN terminals should be
communications supercontrollers that companies. "We want to inspire the
able to communicate with moderns.
next Steve Jobs to stop thinking about
handle both datacom and telecom funcSimilarly, Group 3fax machines are not
modems and start thinking about
tions. These chips include Siemens's
going to disappear overnight. "Group 4
ISDN," says Northern Telecom's Jones.
SAB 82532 [Electronics, February 1991,
fax [which uses ISDN's 64-Kbit/s data
Not surprisingly, applications adp.581, Motorola's 68302, and National
rate] will be the largest international apdressing
data—as
opposed
to
voice—
Semiconductor's 16400.
plication initially," says Geisler.
are the most promising. "There are no
Looking forward to ISDN, the MoISDN is an international technology,
silver-bullet applications that cannot be
torola Inc. chip, which is in many ways
and although the European and
satisfied with today's services," says Joe
indicative of all the new offerings, hanGustafson, director of ISDN market Japanese flavors differ from National
dles data rates up to 2 Mbits/s and is
ISDN 1, they do offer marketing opporplanning for Nynex in White Plains,
flexible enough to cope with high-level
tunities abroad. As part of its ongoing
N.Y. "The key is to understand what approtocols such as AT&T Co.'s Signaling
procurement activites in the U.S.,
plications
ISDN
can
do
better."
Nynex
System 7, ISDN's LAP-D, or the X25
has identified more than 300 business Japan's NTT Corp. has set up two ISDN
packet-switching protocol.
programs, one of them abid for jointapplications that it believes fall in that
This can be done simply by downdevelopment products, for which NTT
category. Gustafson's view that there
loading microcode, says Trey Oprenprovides substantial support. One reare no new applications is not univerdek, program manager for the device.
cent request-for-proposal project targets
sally shared, however.
Since it is programmable, the 68302 is
ISDN voice-storage equipment capable
"We probably understand only 10%
just as comfortable with data communiof
being expanded to nonvoice media
of
the
applications
that
will
spin
out
of
cations as it is with telecommunications.
ISDN," says Chuck Kissner, president of in the future. NTT also has broadband
It integrates three serial channels, which
ISDN procurement programs, and
are required in ISDN terminal and rate- Aristacom International Inc., an Alamewhile the company has already chosen
da, Calif., developer of voice-processing
adaption applications where an ISDN
its major broadband ISDN partners,
software.
One
area
of
great
potential,
he
data channel, acontrol channel, and a
says, is the simultaneous delivery of other contracts on more specific techlocal interface are needed.
nologies are likely in the future.
voice and image data. The automatic
The chip has an integrated procesISDN is also quickly becoming aponumber-identification feature of ISDN
sor, which makes system-bus-interface
tential
strategic weapon in global comcould
also
be
a
force
driving
adoption.
capability aminor issue. By using this
munications. In 1990, NTT, AT&T, Pa"The speed in which you can identify
supercontroller for existing applications,
cific Bell, and Kolçusai Denshin Denwa
and route acustomer is much greater,"
Oprendek adds, design teams become
(Japan's overseas camer) jointly ansays Kissner. "If this allows you to proeven more familiar with the chip's
nounced an international ISDN link becess one-half to one-third more calls
16/32-bit 68000 core processor and its
tween Tokyo and California. Meanwithout human intervention, it could be
RISC rnicrocontroller, which provides
while, ISDN spanned the Atlantic in
asignificant cost saving."
the major elements of flexibility in the
May 1990 when France Telecom and
Meanwhile, companies that specialvarious serial channels and interfaces
AT&T
established a service for 64ize
in
personal
computer
plug-in
cards
with the 68000.
Mbit/s voice calls, says Igor Douplitzky,
could realize an ISDN windfall. "Nolikewise, the 68302 can support the
assistant vice president for business debody makes a MicroChannel card in
chip-to-chip interfaces that have bevelopment
at France Telecom Inc., the
volume
yet
that
implements
the
basiccome de facto standards in the ISDN
company's U.S. subsidiary. As early as
chip sets. All of the supercontroller rate interface," says Kissner. "When
1993, he says, additional ISDN services
these arrive in volume, we have asoftchips integrate glue-logic features needsuch as caller identification and call forware product that will eliminate the
ed in virtually any application.—J.S.
warding will be available. CI
telephone set." With Aristacom's appli-

NEW NICHE FOR
CHIP MAKERS
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This microcomputer software lets you
program using natural mathematical
notation
Wouldn't it be nice if you could solve your mathematical problems by simply typing them into
your PC just as you would write them down on
paper? With TKSolverPLUS you can do just
that.
• You just enter the set of equations you
want to solve using natural math symbols,
• Define the variables you know,

-

• Specify the units of measurement you
want,
• Press the solve key.
Then see your solutions in tabular form or plot the results on the screen or printer.
TK can do reverse calculations, or goal seeking! This powerful feature is best explained with this simple
example.

Suppose you're buying a$15500 car and you want to compute your loan payments. You're paying $3500
down and planning a4-year, 12 1/
2% loan. You enter the equations below, plug in the values and find your
monthly payment is $318.96.

price — down = loan
payment = loan *(rate/(1 — (1 + rate)" — term))
But suppose you'd rather pay $350 per month and shorten the term of the loan. Just enter your preferred
payment and tell TK to solve for the new loan term — without you having to rearrange the equations.
Or perhaps you'd like to shop for anew interest rate. TK's iterative solver will compute the interest rate you
need to pay off the loan in 31/
2years paying $350 per month.

This ability to backsolve makes TK incredibly easy to use and saves you countless hours of programming
time.
Of course not everyone wants to compute loan payments. But the benefits are the same no matter what
type of problems you have to solve ...business, engineering, statistics, or science.

Solve dozens of linear, non-linear or differential equations simultaneously •backsolving •if,
then, else rules •iterative solving •complex numbers •automatic plotting •Automatic unit
conversion •over 300 built-in functions and I
ibrary routines •math co-processor support •store
equation models for later retrieval and use •not copy protected.

TKSolverPlus disks and full documentation
$395
Satisfaction Guaranteed! Or return the program within 30 days
for full credit or refund.

Chargecard users order toll-free 800-321-7003
(in Ohio 216/696-7000)

System Requirements: IBM PC line or 100% compatibles; 384K min memory; DOS 2.0 or higher; CGA,
EGA, or Hercules graphics

Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
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ATC STA-TUNE" KIT ST2001 -$199.95

SAVE MONEY
With Lexan® FR700 Film
For Barrier Insulation
• UL94 V-0 rated at .010" • High heat resistance of

Excellent dielectric strength • Easy
fabrication—sharp folds, intricate die-cut shapes •
Competitively priced •Call for free information:
(800) 451-3147
275 ° F •

GE Plastics
Structured Products
t.I

GE PLASTICS

CIRCLE 118

Anew Design Kit for STA-TUNE' Multilayer Adjustable Chip
Capacitors is available from American Technical Ceramics.
STA-TUNE combines the advantages of trimmers and multilayer capacitors in one 1/8-inch surface mount package.
h-circuit value adjustment is accomplished by connecting
one of 6different capacitance combinations. The STA-TUNE
KIT contains 3Pieces each of all 22 STA-TUNE values ranging from 1to 68 pF, with adjustment ranges of .15 pF to 3
pF. Aconductive epoxy pen for attachment is included in the
Kit, with user instructions. STA-TUNE Kit ST2001 is priced at
$199.95 and is available from stock through ATC's QUIKPICK 48 HOUR SYSTEM".

American Technical Ceramics Corp.
One Norden Lane, Huntington Station
NY 11746. Tel: 516-547-5700
abat
istorican
commies
Telex: 825707 Fax: 516-547-5748

OPTICS CATALOG
Free 130-page catalog from largest supplier of "offthe-shelf" optics. Product descriptions, photos, data,
graphs, ordering information for lenses, prisms, optical
flats, reticles, mirrors, etc.
ROLYN OPTICS, 706 Arrow Grand Circle, Covina, CA.
91722-2199 (818) 915-5707, FAX: (213) 915-1379.

AMERICAN TECH CERAMICS

FREE CATALOG

CIRCLE 165
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"The Best 8051 Emulator"

RUGGED AND HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
WITH FOLD DOWN KEYBOARD AND VGA MONITOR
FOR RACK, BENCH OR PORTABLE APPLICATIONS
STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:
'12 SLOT PASSIVE BACK PLANE, 250W POWER SUPPLY
•80386 CPU CARD AT 20/25/33 MHz, UP TO 11M8 OF ZERO WAIT
STATE RAM
•SONY TRINITRON TUBE, HIGH RESOLUTION VGA (640X480)
MONITOR AND CARD
'ROOM TO MOUNT THREE HALF HEIGHT DRIVES
•2SERIAL, 1PARALLEL PORT, MS DOS/GW BASIC
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 80486 OR 80286 CPU CARDS IN VARIOUS
CONFIGURATIONS, FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT:
181 SYSTEMS INC., 6842 NW 20 AVE.
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33309. 305-978-9225
FAX: 305-978-9226 TELEX: 529482 181 SYSTEMS
IBI SYSTEMS

80

PC based emulators for the 8051 family
11031. WM. 1051. 8050, 80C152/151/321/451/152/511,5101/515/51715.35,537,
55215112/652/151, 110532. 83C151/552/652/751/752/151.13.11. M151/551/751/
752, 1751. 8752. 055000 • CMOS ... awe.

la
•
la
la
•

PC plug-in boards or RS-232 boo.
Up to 30 MHz real-time emulation.
Full Source-level Debugger wIcomplefe C-variable support
48 bit wide. 16K deep trace. with "source line trace"
"Bond-out" pods for 8051. 83C552, 83C451. 83C652.
83C751. 800515/800517. 83C752.

Price.: 32K Emulator 8031 51790; OK Trace 51495
CALL OR WRITE

FOR FREE

,soms.

DEMO DISK!

Ask about our demo VIDEO

noHau

CORPORATION
CIRCLE 126

SEE EEM 90/91
Pages D 1320-1323

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell. CA 95008
FAX 14081 378-7869
(008) 866-1820

NOHAU CORP.

Call 408-378-2912
Nona. s24hour

I
nlo,natioir center to
receive inlo ea your FAX
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NEW SCHEMATIC AND PCB SOFTWARE
With support for extended and expanded memory,
HiWIRE II can handle your most demanding schematic and PCB designs quickly and easily. The
unique HiWIRE editor allows you to display and edit
schematics and PCBs simultaneously, using the
same commands for each. HiWIRE II is $995, and is
guaranteed.
WINTEK CORPORATION
1801 South Street, Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 448-1903
WINTEK

CIRCLE 110

QUAD FLATPAK

Full Line of PQFP Adapters
• At the prototyping stage, use aPQFP Adapt-A-Board.'"
Extends leads for easy wire wrapping.
• For emulation, use an Adapt-A-Pod, - like the one shown
here for an 80386 PQFP package. Just plug and play.
• For production testing, aBug Katcher - turns your PQFP
into an IC so you can start testing —ASAP.
• We stock all types of PQFP adapters. Quick turnaround on
custom orders. Free Catalog.
Emulation Technology, Inc.
2344 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

SC/FOX" Embedded-System Computers
SC/pIDX VME SBC (Single Board Computer) 18 MIPS. 60 MIPS burst, generalOur se. SIO 1-1 Master/Slave System Controller Up to 512K bytes 0-ws
memory. 1SCSI. 1ptr, 2serial ports Uses 16-bit Harris ATO 2000
SC/FOX PCS (Parallel Coprocessor System) 15 MIPS. 50 MIPS burst, general
purpose PC/AT/386 plug-in board. 32k to 1M byte 0-ins state memory, multiple PCS operation, SCSI option. Uses Harris ATO 2000.
SC/FOX SBC ¡Single Board Computer) 18 MIPS, 60 MIPS burst. Stood-alone
operation. Err:card size, tptr. tserial port, up to 512K bytes 0-ws memory.
250-pin user connectors. SCSI Option Uses Harris ATO 2000 SC/FOX PCS32 (Parallel Coprocessor System32) 15 MIPS to 70 MIPS.
general-purpose PC/AT/386 32-bit plug-in board with 64K to 1M byte 0-es
static memory Uses 32-bit SC32 Forth microprocessor.
Ideal or embedded real-time control. data acquisition, or high-speed processing Forth software and utilities included. C optional. OEM pricing.

SILICON COMPOSERS INC. (415) 322-8763
208 California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306
CIRCLE 119

SILICON COMPOSERS
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PROTOTYPING
IRONWOOD offers acomplete line of prototyping adaptors for QUAD FLATPAK devices for all sizes of EIAJ and
JEDEC OFP's. The line includes surface mount adaptors
for highest reliability or socketed adaptors for convenience. Parts sizes go from 60 to 208 pins and include all
EIAJ pin spacings. Parts are constructed with gold plated
soldertail or wirewrap pins and high quality sockets for
highest reliability. Most wirewrap and PGA patterns
available.

IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 21 151, ST. PAUL, MN 55121
(612) 431-7025; FAX (612) 432-8616
IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS
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Programmable Logic

100 MHz

Design Tools

Dual Trace

Release IV

Tektronix

The makers of the world's most

Scope

quarter micron
quick-turn

popular schematic design Tools
also sell the BEST programmable logic design tools foronly
$495. This PC-based product
offers power features you need.

Lithography Services

OrCAD

FastLine
Technologies, Inc.
(213)

317-5195

fax

(213)

`
MIMI
I Ilea
EL 1B

2ea

7A15AN )AM-6565/U) X-80 MHz plug in
single trace amplifier with selectable polarity

1ea

7853 AN (TD-1085/4) DUAL TIME BASE.
Triggering to 100 MHz, 5NSEC to div-5 sec/div

Probe, connectors, and user manual.
These oscilloscopes have been completely overhauled, tested and certified.

OMB »

Call (503) 690-9881 for a
FREE demonstration disk.

317-5483

FOR LESS THAN PRICE OF 20 MHz SCOPE
TEKTRONIX OS-245 Pill Model 7603/01 Dual Trace Oscilloscope, DC to 100
MHz bandwidth, 3.5 NSEC rise time, 6.5 inch CRT, 5-NS/DIV fastest calibrated
sweep rate Compatible with all 7000-series plug-ins incl.

$595.00

ORDER
Price
(notTODAY—QUANTITIES
including shipping) ARE LIMITED
EMS 1940 Bear Corbitt Rd., Bear, DE 19701

FASTLINE TECHNOLOGIES
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j
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OrCAD

(302) 836-3488

EMS

CIRCLE 127

Look where you'll find Figaro!
Snsor applications in

r

e. RIB
u tu

SCHEMATIC CAPTURE TO PCB LAYOUTS $795
Before buying P-CAD, PADS-2900, PROTEL, etc you owe it
yourself to check out our End-to-End ONE SYSTEM Solution.

Compare Specs for yourself...
GUARANTEED to out-perform other PC based systems costing much more
with Superior Analog. SMT 8Digital features such as:
o Integrated Schematic Capture 82 Sided SMT support (Not an edd-on).
o Integrated 2-D Drawing editor for mechanical. Outline, Fab. etc dvigs.
O Design PCB from ahost of Nelist formats, or on the Sy without anelist.
O Unitd grids. pads 8trace sizes: GND plane shapes. I pfll resolution etc
o Curved dstraight traced Parts. Blocks, etc rotation in 1° increments.
o Forward dBackward annotation, On-line DRC. SCH/PC8 dill. check etc
Et Dynamic EMS memory support (Not 640K Limited) for large designs.
o User definable Menus, Keys. 8Macros: Gerber F. Laser plots included.
o Achoice of 3optional powerful Autrouters assures 100% completion.
FULL FUNCTION evaluation package with over 850 pages of well
illustrated manuals (5 books) for 875 (USA 8 CANADA ONLY)
vX (45 intl.) days Money back Guarantee.

INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS
2352 Rambo Ct, Santa Clara, CA 95054
Call: (408) 970-0852 Fax: (408) 986-0524
INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS
CIRCLE 166

40+ MHz OPERATION!

MN RR
u.

RR
.

-

GPIB and RS-232C
PROGRAMMABLE QUAD
ATTENUATOR DC-1 GHz,
0-127 dB, 1dB steps
For automated testing and LF through
UHF systems applications, the Model
5921 features bus-controlled or standalone manual operation. Four independently programmable attenuators share a
single GPIB address. $4895, Stock to 45
days.
CAL-AV LABS, Inc., 515B Westchester Drive,
Campbell, CA 95008 (408) 371-0666
CIRCLE 134

CAL-AV LABS

Breath
Alcohol Testers

•

CFCs Leak
Detectors

Microwave Ovens

Write or call for further information:

FIGARO USA, INC.

1000 Skokie Blvd., Ste. 575, Wilmette, IL 60091
Phone: (708) 256-3546 Fax: (708) 256-3884

FIGARO USA, INC.

Analog Circuit Simulation
Unlimited SPICE Models with

SPICEMOD

Pee PAD

SP10EMOD
Version 1.1
SPICE Model Parameters
Copyright 1990. Int....oft

486 BSBC

1,1 Ice,.

1486 Single-Board Computer

BECTERM, INC.

5336, Boul. de la
Levis_, QC CN
Tel: (418)
Fax: (418)
BECTERM

Rive-Sud.
G6V 4Z2
835-1551
837 4068

CIRCLE 113

SUPERSTATION
de TOTAL

M.1111

INTEGRATION

=IBM
hipolar Junction Transistor tip
Power TTTTT Istor (SUBMIT,
Darlington Transistor (SUBCNTi
Junction-FET (..1)
nos-FE? CPU
Power MOS-PET (SUSCNT,
Power MOS-FET2 (SUOCKT)
View Model File
Ouervieu

For passive backplane systems
Qty 2: $695 Each U.S. (Without CPU or memory)
(Pricing includes soldered on SIMM SIPP Sockets)
On-board features include:
•80486 processor
•real-time clock
•IDE hard disk controller
•2serial ports
•floppy disk controller
•1parallel port
•up to 32MB DRAM
•keyboard port
•optional: local 32-bit data bus
Customers choice of operation speed
Inquire about our other 80486 products available shortly
Also available, EISABUS Backplanes

CIRCLE 114

Obtain complete
cradle.to-grave
performance from
your personal computer
CAD system when performing electronic packaging
design. From schematic capture
to printed circuit design, to100t
completion autorouting capabilities, it's
here. Now you Ease one more reason you
be using PADS: Total Integration. Call our
Sales Hotline today be receive afree Integrated
Iluation Package for the PADS-SUPERSTATION.
Call Your Local Authorized Dealer

From Schematic Entry, through SPICE Simulation
and Model Generation with the New Spicaloo
program, Intusoft has it all at an Affordable Price!
IsSeica -$95, Full featured SPICE Circuit Simulation
SeicENEr -$295, Graphical Schematic Entry for SPICE
PRESPICE
$175, Model Libraries, Monte Carlo analysis
tenuScoes -$250, Waveform Display and Plotting
Sidcalidoo $200, SPICE Model Generation
30 Day Money
.e. -e" P.O. Box 710 San Pedro
Back Guarantee in t
—,s.o ft
CA 90733-0710

Tel. 213-833-0710
INTUSOFT

Fax 213-833-9658
CIRCLE 151

It. Inc.

119 Rweell Si.
lAtileton. SIS 01460

CAD SOFTWARE

In MA: (508)486-8929
Outside MA: (800)255-7814
CIRCLE 131

I
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CONSULTANTS

I
Electronics
2025 Gateway Place, Suite 354
San Jase, California 95110

ELECTRONICS RADIATION HARDENING
Dose Rate Total Dose Neutron
• Circuit Evaluation • Parts Selection • Retrofit
Protection •Customer Liaison •Tests •Reports

JS Associates
7900 Lafon Place
St. Louis, Missouri 63130
314-726-6469

Circuit Design & Development
Analog, RF, signal processing, power supply, A/D
and D/A interface circuit design for military industrial or commercial applications. Turn-key
development, from initial specs to production.

PEDA

Tel.

519-837-1646

(9 to 5 EST)

SOFTWARE
RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
1

ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2 automates MIL-HDBK-217E on your IBM PC'
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $25
T-CUBED SYSTEMS
18181 991-0057
FAX: (8181 991-1281

31220 La Baya Drive '010
Westlake Village. CA 91362

t:I 12CLE 258
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The Management Collection
Books selected to help you approach difficult
business situations more knowledgeably.
Order your
review copies now!

LEADERSHIP
R75

Surviving the Crisis of
Change — Honing Your
Management Skills

In today's fast-paced business world it is not
always easy to find the best answers to diff Icult questions. This series of forty articles is a
collection of Industry Week's best information dealing with change that affects managers professional as well as personal lives.
You'll learn how to gain control over difficult
problems that you encounter every day. Articles include ...Expand Your Career by Expanding Yourself; The Politic Game; Surviving a Takeover: When Values Collide; and
many more.

124 page .... softbound

$22.50

R85 How to be aBetter Leader
Frederick Herzberg, Daniel Yankelovich,
Charles Day, Perry Pascarella and others in
classic articles about the changing expectations of today's workforce and how to
deal with them. Included are: Selecting Your
Management Style, Dealing With Your Subordinates, Motivating Your Workers, and more.

98 pages.

softbound

$17.50

Call toll-free
800-321-7003
(in Ohio 216/696-7000)

MANUFACTURING
R72

Strategic Manufacturing

This complete series of twenty-four articles analyzes some of the key issues
management must face in developing effective strategies in the years ahead.
The articles discuss "how" to link manufacturing with all of the functional departments of an organization so they
work with a broad, corporate view of
their goals. Articles include. .Ten Ways
to Mismanage Technology; Learning
From Foreign Strategies; Cltvl. ..Walking Through Fire; Challenging Tradition:
and much more.

94 pages .. softbound

$19.50

RO9 Your Toughest Tests As
A Manager

Tvo volumes—course book and
workbook
$27.50
X29

How To Read aFinancial Report

Written in programmed learning format, this
book will review the accounting process, traacing the steps from the actual sale to the
appearance of the transaction on the financial statements. Then you'll learn how to
assess financial position and performance of
your company through the use of ratio analysis—analyzing liquidity, activity, profitability,
and coverage ratios.

BUSINESS STRATEGY
R70 Strategic Management
Getting a fix on your competitive position.
Establishing aclear purpose for the corporation. Meshing the corporate purpose with the
individual goals of your people, and Getting
their commitment. This collection of ten articles will help show you ways to foster greater
vision of your corporate purpose and techniques for combining the human and technological factors needed for good decisionmaking.

$15.00

R87 the Unhealthy Executive and
Some Practical Cures

34 pages .

Managing in an age of anxiety can drive executives into dangerous responses. This book
keys on emotional awareness. It shows you
how to recognize potential problems and
how to deal with them.

72 pages.. .softbound

You'll work as a company controller in this
programmed learning course. You'll learn to
properly record all the company's business
transactions ...sales, inventory purchases,
operating expenses, depreciation, equity
changes, disposal of assets. When the company's fiscal year ends, you'll prepare the
annual report, balance sheet, income statement, and the statement of source and application of funds. When you've finished the
course, you'll understand better the role of
accounting and how to use the information
accounting gives you to be a more effective
manager.

140 pages .. spiral bound .. $19.50

This book guides you in assessing your own
management skills and helps you to develop
the strong leadership capabilities you need
to be a more effective manager. Articles include: Developing a Flexible Management
Style, Motivating Without Manipulating, Fiandling Creative Staff Members. Dealing With
Conflict, Delegating Without Losing Control,
and many more.

57 pages ...softbound

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING
X38 Managerial Accounting for
Non-Financial Managers

softbound

$7.00

To order these books, just fill
out the coupon below and
mail to:

$16.00

Advancement
and Leadership Strategies

R89 Future Focus:

Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Should you plan your career — or just let it
happen? Are you using strategies that build
success or deter advancement? These are a
few of the topics you'll find discussed in a
series of articles ranging from career planning to executive management skills.

117 pages ... softbound

$18.00

MOTIVATION
R88

Herzberg on Motivation

What can the manager do for himself and for
his subordinates to overcome the "burnout"
caused by the increasing abstraction of work
and work relationships? Why is scientific
management not the answer to increasing
productivity? This book answers all these
questions plus many more ... from problems that might surface in trying to make
participative management work to effective
leadership in a period of psychological depression ...this book has it all

80 pages
third printing

softbound
$22.50

Orders
El My
El Bill
Charge

Item # Quantity
RO9
R70
R72
R75
R80
R85

Item #
R87
R88
R89
X29
X38

Quantity

under $15.00 must be prepaid.
payment is enclosed for postage-free shipment in the U.S. and Canada.
my company and include postage and handling charges. My purchase order is enclosed.
my
Mastercard 11 Visa E American Express Card

Account No.
Name

LEGAL

Exp Date

Company

R80 Right Off The Docket
This book is an invaluable reference source
of more than 140 industrial accident and occupational illness claims. The index provides
a cross-reference for each case by type of
injury and the judicial ruling set forth so that
you can quickly turn to those cases of particular interest.

130 pages... softbound

Please send the books indicated. I
understand that I
can review them
for 15 days and, dnot satisfied,
return them for full refund or
credit.

$10.00

Address (not P.O. Box)
City
Signature

State
Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Zip

THE

NEWSMAKERS

OUTSIDE VIOTIVATIO\ SUBMERGES JOYS OF
WORK, SAYS QUALITY GURU DEMING, WHO CALLS
FOR EMPHASIS 01\ THE INDIVIDUAL

The transformation will release the
power of human resources contained in
intrinsic motivation.
In place of competition for high rating, high grades, there will be cooperation on problems of common interest.
The result will be greater innovation,
applied science, technology, expansion
of market, greater service, greater material reward for everyone. There will be
joy in work, in learning.
Agood orchestra is an example of a
system well optimized. The players are
not there to play solos, to catch the ear
of the listener. They support one anothSome extrinsic motivators rob
er. Similarly, a business is not
employees of dignity and self-es- QUALITY merely an organization chart, all
teem. If for higher pay, or for ahigher departments striving for individual
rating, Ido what Iknow to be wrong, I goals. It is anetwork of people, materiam robbed of dignity and self-esteem.
als, methods, equipment, all working
No one can enjoy learning if he must for the common aim.
constantly be concerned about grading
A system of schools is not merely
for his performance, or about rating on pupils, teachers, school boards, and
the job.
parents. It should be, instead, acompoOur educational system would be
nent in asystem of education in which
improved immeasurpupils take joy in learnably by abolishment of
ing, free from fear of
grading. One is born
grades and gold stars,
with an inclination to
and in which teachers
learn and to be innovatake joy in their work,
tive. One inherits aright
free from fear of rankto enjoy work.
ing. It would be asysExtrinsic motivation
tem that recognizes difis submission to exterferences among pupils
nal forces that neutraland among teachers.
ize intrinsic motivation.
The performance of
Pay is not amotivator.
any component is to be
Under extrinsic motivajudged in terms of its
tion, learning and joy in
contribution to the aim
learning in school are
of the system, not for its
submerged to capture
individual production or
top grades. On the job,
profit, nor for any other
joy in work, and innocompetitive measure.
W. Edwards Deming wrote
Some components may
vation, become secthe book on quality.
ondary to agood rating.
operate at a loss to
Under extrinsic motithemselves, for optivation, one is ruled by external forces.
mization of the whole system, including
He tries to protect what he has, to avoid the components that take aloss.
punishment. He knows not joy in learnIt would be poor management for a
ing. Monetary reward is away out for company to save money on traveling
managers who do not understand how expenses without regard to the physical
to manage intrinsic motivation.
wellness of the travelers. For example, it
Transformation—a metamorpho- would be bad to save $138 on anight
sis—is required in government, indus- rate for transportation that would force
try, and education to move out of the the traveler to be up most of the night
present state, not mere patchwork on but unfit for duty the next day. It might
the present system. The transformation be better for the travel department to
will take us into anew system of re- ensure, at whatever cost, that the travelward. We must restore the individual.
er arrive alert and wel1.0

THE HUMAN FACTOR
MUSN'T BE NEGLECTED
Anyone trying to offer world-class
service without world-class quality is
shouting into the wind. And when it
comes to quality, the man who wrote the
book is W. Edwards Deming.
Calling Deming a Washingtonbased consultant in statistical studies is
like calling the sun abright object. He is
credited with shaping theJapanese emphasis on quality as that nation rebuilt
its industrial capacity in the aftermath
of World War H. Invited to Japan by
Gen. Douglas MacArthur, Deming soon
won the admiration of the Union of
Japanese Scientists and Engineers. In
1951, that body established its Deming
PrIzes, which are awated annually to
Japanese companies demonstrating
outstanding quality control.
US. industry has recognized this
prophet only in recent years—after
being stung by Japanese competitors
that live by Deming's philosophy. That
philasopy includes astrong emphasis on
the "intrinsic motivation" of workers,
who are encouraged to beproud oftheir
efforts. Following are excerpts on that
topic from aspeech that Deming, now
90, delitered in Osaka.
of industry, eduM anagements
cation, and government oper-

ate under the supposition that all people are alike. Actually, people learn in
different ways and at different speeds.
Some learn best by reading, some by
listening, some by watching. Actually,
people are born with aneed for relationships with others, and with aneed
to be loved and esteemed by others.
There is an innate need for self-esteem
and respect. Management that denies
employees dignity and self-esteem
smothers intrinsic motivation.
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INDEX

DON'T BOTHER
LOOKING FOR A
STRONG REBOUND

ITED ST52AjEU ER9GLIeR INDEX

If the government can't increase spending,
consumers are tapped out, foreign markets
are weakening, and interest rates are dependent on
world credit demands, then how can we expect a
IMM 1989-90 4WK MVG AVG
strong recovery? The answer is, we can't. Although
1990-9' 4WK MVG AVG
many expect the economy to come roaring back,
80
4/27
5/25
6/29
7/27 8/31
9/28 10/26 11/30 12/28 1/25 2/22 3/28
the economic, empirical, and anecdotal input sugSOURCE: McDONALD & COAAPANY
gests we've still got along way to go.
Interest rates have declined somewhat, but Strength against European currencies is driving the trade-weighted
dollar as competition heats up in the credit markets.
record domestic deficits and new credit demands
from the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and the Soviet Union provide new competition in the credit markets. Consumer balMOTOR VEHICLES & P
ance sheets are as leveraged as we've ever seen. Automobiles are beINVENTORIES
coming less affordable due to increased safety, performance, and
potential product-liability issues. European growth has slowed dramatically, and increasing competition on aworld scale is changing the way
companies do business.
A poll of afairly broad representation of components manufacturers
regarding March trends shows that year-to-year comparisons have worsened steadily since December. If industrial production stays flat over the
next several months, this downward trend will persist.
Chances are the second quarter will see more of the first quarter's sluggishness. The dollar's strength will dramatically reduce currency gains.
and price increases by domestic manufacturers may further delay any in5crease in demand. Orders appear to be stabilizing after dramatic declines
o
last fall, but there is little evidence to suggest any sustainable uptrend.
12/82 12/83
12/84
12:85
12/86 12/87 12/88 12/99 12/90
atively lean inventories will help narrow the lag between an uptick in deSOURCE: McDONALD & COMPANY
mand and stronger component orders, but it appears increasingly likely
that the rebound, when it comes, will evolve excruciatingly slowly. Ul
U.S. sales of automobiles are lagging, in part,
By Mark Parr, McDonald Securities Inc., Cleteland (216-443-2379)
because cars are less affordable.
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTI
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Slim inventories will help speed an upturn in component

Of three possible scenarios (5% growth, flat, or 5%

orders once demand turns healthy.

decline), a flat to down half-year seems most likely..
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INFORMATION CENTER
Use the postage-paid card on the facing page;
circle the number of each company you would like to know more about.
ACCOMMODATIONS
1-Best Western—Join Best Western's
Gold Crown Club.

EMBEDDED CONTROL
213 -Ampro—Pioneering solutions for
embedded control.

CAE/CAD
101, 105 -Aldec—Upgrades for Mentor,
OrCAD, Viewlogic; FPGAs; Xilinx and
Actel; costs.
189 -OrCAD—No one matches our
price/performance ratio on digital simulation, pc-board layout, schematic parts
library, extended memory.

LOCATIONS
192 -Northeastern Indiana-150 businesses moved here in 18 months—just
for the climate.
179 -Utah—Low labor, low costs, great
life style.

COMMUNICATIONS
183 -CMC—Accelerate your Ethernet
solution with the power of partnership.
177 -Fujitsu—The secret to better Ethernet is NICE, the MB86960 Network
Interface Controller with Encoder/
Decoder.

COMPONENTS
206 -Pico—High-voltage dc-dc converters with 1,000-V dc output.
206 -Pico—Ultraminiature surfacemount dc-dc converters, transformers,
and power inductors.
198 -Siemens Matsushita—Surfaceacoustic-wave components for superbquality video and audio.
225 -Teledyne—The Centigrid DPDT
relays are CMOS-compatible.
COMPUTER BOARDS
215 -CEC Capital Equipment—Control
any IEEE-488 device; cards, cables, software for the PC/AT/386, EISA, MicroChannel, and NuBus.

CONNECTORS
204 -AMP—They're simple and they're
shielded: AMP's Shielded Data Link
connectors.
209 -Amphenol—We supply our clients
with awide array of connector parts.
201 -Harting—A world leader in the
DIN 41612 connector market, we've
been instrumental in setting standards.

DISK/TAPE DRIVES
2-3M—Virtually every size and format
data cartridge.

MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
187 -Canon—Only one I-line stepper
comes with all these safety features.

MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
176 -Chicago Laser Systems—Now laser
trimming is as easy as opening awindow.
MATERIALS
216 -BASF—Materials for awide range
of uses in an international commitment
to the worldwide electrical engineering
community.
MEMORIES
191 -Samsung—The place to go for
high-performance video RAMs.
203 -Samsung—Continuing to deliver
high quality and service.
195 -Sony—Sony's family of 1-Meg
SRAMs gets larger all the time.

MICROCOMPUTERS
175 -White Technology—A 68020based supercomputer in a 180-pin flat
pack.
POWER SUPPLIES
219 -Abbott—Mil/Pac high-density military power supplies now available in
both ac and dc models.
193 -Vicor—ComPAC dc input power
systems for telecommunications and industrial applications.
SEMICONDUCTORS
212 -Analog Devices—When you're
looking for a mixed-signal supplier,
make sure it provides these high-performance parts.
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188 -Integrated Device Technology—
When cost-effective performance
counts, you can count on IDT.
185 -Intel—If you're tired of pouring
on SRAM to get 128-Kbyte cache performance, try the 386 Smart Cache.
199 -ITT Semiconductors—The future
of TV is digital; the future of digital TV
is Digit 2000.

SOFTWARE
258 -T-Cubed Systems—Reliability-prediction software.

SUBSYSTEMS
208 -Fujitsu—The FTP-423 thermal
printer features high-speed, low-noise
printing at up to 5.8 character lines/s.

TEST & MEASUREMENT
181 -Anritsu—The highest levels of
measuring accuracy for all types of
communications.
172 -GenRad-30% off combinational
board-test systems.
173 -Hewlett-Packard—We'll tailor our
hardware and software to your T&M
needs.
178 -Hewlett-Packard—When design
and manufacturing productivity are at
stake, there is no reliable substitute for
HP.
187 -Hewlett-Packard—When quality
depends on calibration, depend on HP.
186 -Yokogawa—The AR1100 all-inone analysis tool makes measuring easier than ever before.
217, 218 -Photo Research—The SpectraScan Spectraradiometer brings nearreal-time testing to the production line.
221 -Teradyne—Boundary scan is a
breakthrough in low-cost, high-quality
board testing: the Z1800VP system.

WORKSTATIONS
196 -Cearpoint—Extending the life and
performance of your hardware investment is our business.
190 -Hewlett-Packard-76 mips for just
$20,000 (gray scale) to $27,000 (color)
in the new HP Apollo RISC workstations.
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Count On IDT
The R3001 RISControlleim:
The Embedded Processing Solution
Embedded RISC

Design the fastest systems with
IDT's BiCEMOS ECL family. At
7ns, the IDT 10494 is the fastest
BiCMOS 64K ECL SRAM in
production. 256K and synchronous self-timed SRAMs are also
available in 10K/100K/101K
configurations. Call and ask for
KIT CODE 0091B to get acopy
of the BiCEMOS ECL Product
Information booklet.

The R3001 is the first derivative
of the R3000 processor designed
specifically for embedded control
applications. Compared to the
Intel 960 and AMD 29K
processors, the R3001 is the most
cost-effective solution for these
applications—we have the data
to prove it! Call and ask for
KIT CODE 0091A to get an
R3001 Performance
Comparison Report.

The SyncHFO'm Family:
Double Your FIFO Performance

FCT-T Logic: Fastest Speed/
Lowest Ground Bounce
IDT's FCT-T Logic Family is
the fastest logic family available
and has the lowest ground
bounce—up to 40% less than
previous FCT devices! The
FCT-T family provides direct
TTL logic compatibility and is
available in FCT, FCT-AT, and
FCT-CT speeds. Call today for
KIT CODE 0091C and get a
copy of the High-Speed CMOS
Logic Design Guide.

World's Fastest FIF'Os

^

SyncFIFOs offer leading-edge
performance that is 50% faster
than other FIF0s. The synchronous architecture is easy to
implement and reduces chip
count 9-to-1. SyncF1F0s have
18-bit buses and are ideal for 32bit systems. Ask for KIT CODE
0091D to get AN-60: Designing
with the IDT SyncF1F0'.

12ns Cache Tag SRAMs:
Wait No Longer

IDT Subsystem Modules:
Building Blocks for the '90s
The Ultimate
Building Blocks

BiCEMOS`m ECL SRAMs:
Technology for the 90s

• IDT offers acomplete line of
board-level subsystem products,
including cache memory,
shared-port memory, writable
control store, RISC CPU, high
integration modules, and custom
designs for specific applications.
Call today for KIT CODE
0091E and receive technical
data and afree IDT puzzle!

Wait no longer.',.

arlfr

rigie

IDT's cache tag SRAMs have the
features you want to design in:
single-pin block reset, totem-pole
match output, 4K and 8K depths,
industry standard pinouts, and
an on-board comparator to
simplify design. Call and ask for
KIT CODE 0091F to get free
samples of the IDT6178 cache
tag.

RISController, ÎItCI MOS. and Sync:TINT are trademark, of Integrated Device Technology, Inc
The 1111 logo IN aregistered trademark ol Integrated Device Technolog

Contact us today to receive data sheets and other
design information on IDT's products.

(800) 345-7015
FAX: 408-492-8454
3236 Scott

Boulevard, P.O. Box 58015, Santa Clara, CA 95052-8015
CIRCLE188

Inc

When cost-effective
performance counts

Integrated
Device Technology, Inc.

Faster circuits for faster systems: Here's the good book.
The 1991 Cypress Semiconductor
Data Books are hot off the presses.
Highlights include:
•SPARC® RISC Microprocessors.
The fastest CMOS available. From
embedded control to full chipsets.
•Highest Speed PLDs. Broad
selection, from standards at rocket
speeds to functionally specialized
systems.
•Static RAMs. Biggest selection of
high-speed devices, including our
lOns BiCMOS 64Ks.
•VME Bus Controllers. The spacesaving solution for abroad range of
processors.
•CMOS PROMs. The broadest line of

high-performance PROMs, to 512K
densities. We'll fill your order fast.
•Specialty Memories. Including
ultra-high-speed FIF0s.
•Multichip Modules. Including
32-bit space and time savers.
•And much more. All in our new
Data Book.
•Call for your copy today.

1991 Data Book Hotline:
1-800-952-6300*. Ask for Dept. C9R

.1 (800)387-7599 in Canada. (32)2-652-0270 in Europe. ©1991 Cypress
Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San lose, CA 95134. Phone:
1(408) 943-2600, Telex: 821032 CYPRESSSN1 UD, TWX:910-997-0753.
SPARC isa registered trademark ofSPARC International, Inc.
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